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Abstract

To maintain genomic integrity, all cells must accurately duplicate their genetic material in order to provide intact and complete copies to each daughter cell following cell division. Successful inheritance of chromosomal information without changing even a single nucleotide requires accurate and robust DNA replication. This requires that cells tightly control replication initiation from the origin(s), processive elongation of the replisome, and the completion of DNA replication by resolving convergent replication forks ensuring that each sequence is duplicated without alteration. Unlike initiation and elongation, the process by which replication forks converge and are resolved into two discrete, inheritable DNA molecules is not well understood. This process must be remarkably efficient, occurring thousands of times per cell division in human cells, and is likely to be a fundamental step in regulating genome stability in all cells.

In this dissertation I address how DNA replication completes in the model system *Escherichia coli*. To achieve this, I examined candidate mutants for impairments in the completion of DNA replication. By evaluating growth, viability, chromosomal copy number, and plasmid stability I identified a requirement for the proteins RecBCD, ExoI, and SbcCD in the completion reaction. SbcCD and ExoI act before RecBCD in the completion reaction and process the DNA intermediates arising as replication forks converge. These enzymes act in the completion reaction without recombination or RecA, but in the absence of the normal process recombination is required to complete DNA replication via an aberrant pathway that results in genomic instability.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Completion of DNA replication

Fundamental to life is the ability of all cells generate two inheritable copies of their genetic information. The accuracy of the process is essential, ensuring that the complete DNA sequence is inherited equally by each daughter cell following cell division. In humans, impairment in any stage of DNA replication can contribute to a range of varied disease states resulting from the unequal inheritance of genetic information. To ensure accurate DNA replication, cells tightly regulate all stages of replication.

Cells control the replication initiation on their chromosomes by tightly regulating origin recognition, replisome assembly and licensing enzymatically. Once replication has begun, cells dedicate even more proteins to maintain replication, ensuring it remains processive even when it encounters a damaged template. In bacteria, more than 30 proteins have been identified which function to facilitate DNA replication initiation and elongation (reviewed in (1)). In Eukaryotes, the number of protein players in these first stages is even greater (for reviews see (2, 3)). Given this extensive cellular control devoted to the early steps of DNA replication, it seems likely that cells would devote comparable enzymatic control toward ensuring that DNA replication completes accurately and efficiently.
The completion of DNA replication must be occurring at frequencies that would require tight enzymatic regulation to efficiently maintain genomic stability. In bacteria, replication forks initiate from a single bidirectional origin of replication and then progress around the circular chromosome (4, 5). In Eukaryotes, replication forks progress from multiple bidirectional origins along each linear chromosome (6). In both cases, the forks must converge and resolve at the point where all sequence has precisely doubled, without gaining or losing any sequence. This reaction is likely to be highly efficient, as it must happen hundreds of times per cell division in Eucaryotes without changing even a single nucleotide (7).

The completion reaction could be argued to be more critical to faithful genomic duplication than initiation. In Eukaryotes, only half of all replication origins initiate in any given cell cycle, yet in the absence of any particular initiation event, replication from neighboring origins can compensate by simply continuing to replicate through those regions (6, 8, 9). Both prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells tolerate variations in origin number without severe phenotypic consequences (9–12). However, a failure to accurately limit or join even a single event where two replication forks converge would be expected to result in duplications, deletions, rearrangements, or even a loss of viability.

DNA replication is essential to nearly every aspect of biology and developing an understanding of how DNA replication completes will greatly advance our understanding of how genetic information is inherited in normal cells. Perhaps even more significant, understanding the normal process of DNA replication completion could lead to the development of therapeutic treatments for the aberrancies associated with aging or in diseases as diverse as cancer. Thus, how DNA replication is completed is an incredibly
important and fundamental aspect of cellular metabolism that remains to be characterized. In this dissertation, I examine the final steps of DNA replication, identify gene products required for the process to occur, and begin to characterize the mechanism by which they act to complete DNA replication in the model organism, *Escherichia coli*.

**Completing DNA replication is distinct from the segregation of chromosomes**

Remarkably little is known about how DNA intermediates arising from head-on replication fork convergence are processed and accurately resolved. Many studies have shown that after DNA replication is completed however, several pathways are involved in actively partitioning two newly formed chromosomes (13–16). While important for genomic inheritance, the segregation process is temporally and spatially separate from that of DNA replication. Furthermore, several sequence elements of chromosomes have been proposed to contribute to completion, but upon closer examination appear to be at best performing an inessential supportive role.

After replication is completed, chromosomes can remain linked, or concatenated, and require resolution of the chromosome concatemers before segregation can occur. The concerted action of XerCD can resolve chromosomal concatemers or chromosome dimers by site-specific recombination at the *dif* site located in the terminus region in *E. coli* (17–19). The idea that segregation occurs independently from and after the completion of DNA replication has occurred is supported by observations that the addition of a second origin on the bacterial chromosome does not affect the site or accuracy of segregation at the endogenous *dif* site (10). Similarly, in the archaea *Sulfolobus solfataricus*, which
possesses three discrete origins, segregation occurs at a single identified dif site spatially far removed from any of the fork convergence zones and well after replication has completed (20, 21). Finally in Eukaryotes, the majority of replication forks initiate, elongate, and complete replication far from the centromere where the chromosomes are segregated while origins near the centromere have been shown to replicate early (22–25). These observations illustrate the temporal and, in some cases, spatial separation of chromosome concatemer resolution and segregation from the completion reaction.

Ter sequences are part of another mechanism that appears to encourage replication to finish proximal to where the chromosome segregates, but is not directly involved in the completion reaction. These sequences were identified in early studies as sequence-specific sites that caused replication forks to pause (26). In E. coli these sites are called termination (ter) sequences which encompass a ~400 kilobase region in the terminus of the chromosome. When bound by the protein Tus, these protein-DNA complexes impede the progress of replication forks in an orientation-specific manner (27–30). The global arrangement of these ter sequences combined with the orientation-specific character of the Tus/ter complex serve to create a “replication fork trap”, containing these highly processive replication forks to a defined region in the terminus (Figure 1.2 and (31, 32)). Interestingly, cells lacking either ter sites or Tus replicate normally, indicating that while this mechanism may be dictating roughly where replisomes converge, it is not acting directly in the molecular pathway of completion (28, 33). Furthermore, termination systems are not found in all bacteria, and no analogous systems are present in Archaea or Eukaryotes.

While these structural components of chromosomes could serve to enhance the efficiency of completion, the separation of these
processes from the head-on convergence of replication forks strongly indicates that they are not directly involved in the completion reaction.

**Identifying mutants impaired for completing replication**

In order to identify gene products involved in the resolution of convergent replication forks during replication completion, one could look to the strategies used to identify proteins involved in the initiation or elongation phases of DNA replication. Since DNA replication is essential for viability, isolating mutants can be challenging. Early attempts to identify genes involved in DNA replication employed screens to isolate conditional mutants that were healthy at low temperatures but displayed impaired growth and viability at high temperatures. Several of these temperature-sensitive mutants were found to impair the cell’s ability to synthesize DNA (34–36). In some mutants, DNA synthesis was found to arrest rapidly following a shift from the permissive temperature to the restrictive temperature, while other mutants were observed to continue replicating for a time prior to arrest. A rapid arrest after temperature shift was interpreted to suggest that the mutation involved a gene product that played a role in elongation, while a gradual arrest suggested that the mutated gene product was normally involved in initiation and could continue to replicate using already proceeding replication forks but could not initiate new ones (37, 38). Similar to mutants impaired for elongation or initiation, mutants impaired in the ability to complete replication might be expected to exhibit reduced DNA synthesis or a loss of viability.
A second strategy used to screen and isolate mutants in DNA replication was based on their inability to maintain minichromosomes, or plasmids (39–42). Plasmids are selfish genetic elements that replicate separately from the chromosome. They use much of the same cellular machinery to replicate as the chromosome, yet are often maintained at a higher copy number and therefore undergo more replication events per cell. Mutants can be scored for their efficiency at replicating plasmids more easily than the chromosome due to the plasmid being nonessential for viability and the enhanced phenotypes observed in replication-impaired mutants due to increased DNA replication events per cell duplication. Mutants impaired in either the initiation or elongation steps of replication demonstrate difficulty in the maintenance of minichromosomes, or plasmids. For mutants impaired in the ability to complete replication, a similar plasmid instability might be expected.

_E. coli_ has been widely used a model organism. _E. coli_ genes involved in DNA replication were identified by evaluating the gene products found to be mutated in the genetic screens described above. Many of these mutants were implicated in DNA synthesis, but others were associated with other aspects of DNA metabolism. Among these genes, several were associated with the repair of double-strand breaks by homologous recombination, and their mutants confer phenotypes that suggest they play a broader role in replication of the chromosome (Table 1.1).
Double-strand break repair proteins as completion candidates

Double-strand break repair in *E. coli* occurs by homologous recombination. This process involves several genes that were identified by the observation that cells deficient in those gene products were unable to generate stable recombinant genomes following conjugation (43–45). These mutants were then subsequently found to be hyper sensitive to various forms of DNA damage (46, 47). Based primarily on biochemical studies of the identified gene products, the prominent models currently in the literature for how these enzymes function *in vivo* was established and is summarized below.

**RecA**

RecA is essential for all homologous recombination and double-strand break repair in *E. coli* (48–50). Mutants lacking RecA activity exhibit no recombination as monitored by conjugation, transduction, or transformation, and are hyper-sensitive to X-ray and other DNA damaging agents (46, 49, 51–53). *In vitro*, RecA forms long filaments along single-stranded DNA ends, and facilitates ATP-driven strand invasion with homologous double-stranded DNA templates (Figure 1.1 and (54–56)). In current models of double-strand break repair, this RecA-mediated strand invasion is often proposed to be initiated by the RecBCD helicase/nuclease. In these models, RecBCD processes double-strand breaks by degrading the 5’-DNA strand generating 3’-ends then actively loading recA onto the resulting single-stranded tail ((57, 58) and Figure 1.1).
RecBCD

The current models of RecBCD function, originally identified as ExoV, were derived primarily from the interpretations of initial genetic screens for recombination proficiency and the subsequent biochemical activities of the purified enzyme (59–61). In the absence of RecB or RecC, recombination is reduced by two to three orders of magnitude, as measured by conjugation or transduction (48). Additionally, mutants lacking either of these gene products are hyper-sensitive to X-ray and other DNA damage (57, 62, 63). recB, recC, and recD gene products form a heterotrimeric complex that contains processive dual helicase and nuclease activities capable of degrading up to one kilobase of DNA per second (Figure 1.3a and (64–69)).

Purified RecBCD preferentially binds blunt double-strand ends, using the opposing polarity RecB and RecD helicase motors to translocate and degrade both strands of the DNA duplex (70, 71). Upon encountering a Chi site, 5′-GCTGGTGG-3′, the RecD helicase activity is attenuated and the nuclease activity located on the RecB subunit is altered, primarily degrading the 5’-end leaving a recombination-capable 3’-end. The exact nature of this alteration in nuclease activity appears dependent on the Mg²⁺ concentration (Figure 1.3b and (72, 73)). Chi recognition is also thought stimulate recruitment and loading of RecA onto the newly created single-stranded 3’-end (58).

Loss of all enzymatic activities results from inactivation of RecB or RecC. Inactivation of RecD results in a lack of nuclease activity and Chi recognition as well as an alteration of helicase activity (74, 75). The loss of nuclease activity and Chi recognition without the RecD gene product, despite the activities originating from the RecB and RecC subunits,
suggests that a conformational shift inactivates RecD and alters the helicase and nuclease activities upon Chi recognition \((76, 77)\). The preference \textit{in vitro} for a blunt double-strand end and hypersensitivity to agents that cause double-strand breaks, led several researchers to propose that RecBCD initiates recombination by processing double-strand ends and recruiting RecA to 3’-single-stranded ends useful in recombination only after degrading through a Chi site \((78–80)\).

However, there are several phenotypes associated with \textit{recB}, \textit{-C}, and \textit{-D} mutants that are inconsistent with this model and suggest it may have a broader, more fundamental role in DNA replication. \textit{recBC} mutants are less sensitive to DNA damage and retain some capacity for recombination relative to \textit{recA} mutants \((81, 82)\). However, in the absence of DNA damage, \textit{recBC} mutants grow poorly and cultures contain high numbers of inviable cells \((44, 83)\). If the poor viability in \textit{recBC} mutants were due to an inability to repair double-strand breaks, then \textit{recA} mutants should have an even lower viability, yet \textit{recA} mutants grow nearly as well as wild-type cells \((44, 83, 84)\).

Additionally, and in contrast to \textit{recA}, \textit{recBC} and \textit{recD} mutants exhibit plasmid instabilities \((40, 85, 86)\). Plasmids replicating within \textit{recD} mutants in particular have been shown to develop multimeric species \((87)\). This multimerization is likely a cause of plasmid instability in these mutants \((88)\). If these plasmid instabilities were due to a lack of repair of double-strand breaks arising on the plasmids then plasmids should also be more unstable in \textit{recA} mutants, yet plasmids in \textit{recA} mutants are hyper-stable \((88, 89)\).

Furthermore, \textit{in vivo} studies from several research groups done early in the characterization of RecBCD found that RecBCD acts after RecA during the recombination pathway, rather than to before it as has been proposed based on \textit{in vitro}
biochemical activities of the enzyme (49, 90, 91). During conjugation between Hfr and F-cells in recBC mutants the recovery of stable recombinants is greatly reduced relative to wild type cells and abolished in cells lacking RecA (49, 82). To examine the role these enzymes played in recombination during conjugation, a study by Birge and Lowe used Hfr and F- strains containing two different mutations in lacZ and performed crosses between them (92). Similar to what had been previously reported, recovery of heritable recombinants was greatly reduced in recB and recC mutants relative to wild type cells. Yet during these crosses transcription and translation of a functional β-Galactosidase was transiently observed and detected at levels comparable to wildtype in those same mutants. By contrast, no transcribable intermediates of protein products were ever observed in recA mutants. This demonstrated that the recA mutant blocked recombination at a point upstream of RecBCD action, and that recB and C mutants are capable of initiating recombination and forming a joint transcribable wild-type lacZ sequence. The relative lack of stable recombinants from this recombination event despite the presence of intact recombinant transcript suggest that cells devoid of RecBCD are able to accurately initiate but can’t complete the resulting recombination events to form discrete, heritable molecules.

RecBCD is a complex enzyme with varied and potent capabilities that may suggest a more sophisticated role than simply degrading ends for recombination. RecBCD has been shown to act on several DNA substrates, including cruciform DNA, gapped DNA, and single-strand DNA. On cruciform DNA, purified RecBCD will proceed along one of the arms ultimately nicking the DNA at the cruciform junction (Figure 1.3c and (93)). Double-strand DNA containing gaps or single-stranded regions
have also been shown to be unwound by RecBCD (94). Together these phenotypes are worth consideration when trying to modify the models for RecBCD to encompass some of the phenotypes described that appear to be inconsistent with a role in initiating double-strand break repair.

**ExoI**

Other enzymes have also been identified that exhibit properties suggestive of a potential role in processing replication intermediates. Exonuclease I is a powerful exonuclease, the first to be identified in *E. coli* and has since been characterized as playing a role in homologous recombination (95, 96). It rapidly degrades single-stranded DNA from 3’ to 5’ at a rate of up to ~10 kilobases per minute, yet dissociates upon encountering double-stranded DNA (95, 97, 98). It was independently identified as the product of the gene *sbcB*, named as a suppressor of the *recBC* phenotype (99). *sbcB* was a mutation that spontaneously arose in *recBC* mutants and was able to restore the growth, viability, resistance to DNA damage and recombination proficiency (84, 100–103). It was presumed to suppress these phenotypes in *recBC* mutants through the persistence of recombinogenic 3’-ends in the absence of ExoI. Yet it was later found that mutations in *sbcB* and *sbcC* were both required for suppression (102–104). Based on this striking phenotype, ExoI was characterized as a homologous recombination protein and models were proposed that suggested it activated an alternative, backup recombination pathway for RecBCD to initiate recombinational events (96).
Yet like RecBCD, many phenotypes observed in ExoI mutants were suggestive of a more fundamental role in the cell cycle. ExoI is 3’ to 5’ single-strand nuclease, an activity that is objectively anti-recombinogenic as it would remove free 3’-ends essential for strand invasion and replication. Its inability to degrade 3’-ends when double-stranded contrasts sharply with the activities of other 3’ to 5’ exonucleases like ExoII, the exonuclease of Polymerase I. Unlike ExoII however, ExoI is highly active on a 3’-flap displaced from duplex DNA (98). This activity would again suggest a role for ExoI in inhibiting homologous recombination. Furthermore, ExoI has a strong binding affinity for single-strand DNA binding protein (SSB), which serves to recruit ExoI to a potential substrate and stimulates enzymatic activity (105). RecA is also thought to interact with ExoI based on its co-purification over several columns, suggesting a tight in vivo association (106, 107). Interestingly, ExoI effectively displaces SSB polymerized on a 3’-strand to degrade it, but not RecA (106). The association of ExoI with RecA in vitro poses some interesting questions about its in vivo role that suggest it may have a broader function in genomic stability.

SbcCD

SbcCD was identified as a spontaneous mutation arising in recBC mutants that when combined with mutations in ExoI restores the growth, viability, resistance to DNA damage and recombination proficiency of recBC mutants (84, 101–103). The only major phenotype of sbcCD mutants is that palindromic sequences, which are unstable in wild type cells, are stabilized in the absence of SbcCD and can be propagated in vivo (108,
This is directly related to the structure-specific endonuclease activity of this protein. SbcCD has been shown to target DNA hairpins for cleavage (110, 111). It has been hypothesized that during DNA replication of palindromic sequences the regions become single-stranded and form hairpins that are incised by SbcCD generating the instability (112, 113). Yet its role in suppressing the phenotypes in recBC mutants is largely unknown. Interestingly, based on a genetic assay, SbcCD is targeted for inhibition by the \( \lambda \) bacteriophage protein Gam during \( \lambda \) phage infection, similar to RecBCD (114–116). It was hypothesized that RecBCD was targeted for inactivation to prevent degradation of the phage DNA, but why SbcCD is targeted is not well understood.

SbcC and D are widely conserved across evolutionarily-divergent organisms. The eukaryotic homologs of SbcCD have been identified and characterized as the double-strand break repair proteins Rad50 and Mre11, and mutants of these gene products are associated with genomic instability in cells and are essential for normal development (117, 118). These eukaryotic homologs for SbcCD have been identified based upon similarities in overall structure and biochemical activities, and form complexes with many other gene products in many aspects of DNA metabolism (117, 119–121). This high degree of conservation of SbcCD in a diversity of organisms, growth defects exhibited by human homologs, and the enzymes association with \( recBC \) mutants all suggest that SbcCD may also be associated with a more fundamental role in the cell cycle (122–125).
Conceptual methodology for evaluating completion in mutant strains

*In vitro*, convergent replication forks lead to over-replication of the region where forks meet. Following reconstitution of bidirectional replication on plasmid substrates, studies have shown that when replication forks converge *in vitro*, one replisome will displace the other and continue replicating using the newly synthesized daughter strand as a template (126, 127). Using a long 640bp single-stranded template, the Ullman group was able to induce template strand switching by hybridizing the template strand to an oligonucleotide of ~80 base-pairs with 40 base-pairs of homology downstream of the primer binding site. Following replication from this substrate *in vitro*, the authors were able to detect hybrid sequences that were consistent with the replication fork switching templates at the junction of the bound oligonucleotide.

Similarly, convergent replication forks may over-replicate at sites where DNA replication completes. As the proceeding replication forks meet, one replisome would displace the other proceeding with replication on to the newly replicated daughter strand generating an over-replicated intermediate. This would have the inherent advantage of multiple copies of DNA in the terminus region, reducing the risk of losing genetic information in the case of aberrant segregation.

An alternative possibility is that during completion replication forks stop short of reaching their chromosomal doubling point and the remaining gaps could be filled-in and ligated. In either case, mutants deficient in completing DNA replication would exhibit detectable abnormal DNA copy number at the point where replication forks converge. Differentiating between these potential models is one of the primary goals of this work.
Bacteria make an ideal model organism in which to perform this analysis characterizing the completion reaction due to bacterial chromosome structure. *E. coli* contains a circular chromosome with a single bidirectional origin (4, 5). This means that the completion reaction can be localized to a region directly opposite the origin of chromosomal replication. Furthermore, the replication fork trap which is not directly involved in the completion reaction, serves to contain converging replication forks to a specific area, further defining the location of the reaction (128).

Some evidence suggest that over-replication may be occurring at sites where completion occurs. In early studies, “dormant replication origins” oriX, oriK, and oriM were identified in *E. coli* that could be observed under conditions of cellular stress, and mapped to the terminus region of the chromosome (129, 130). Considering that these “dormant origins” were detected based on elevated copy numbers in the region, an alternative interpretation could be that these areas of elevated copy number resulted from replication continuing beyond the doubling point which would produce elevated copies of DNA in this region. While these over-replicated regions in *E. coli* have been well-documented, a similar phenomenon has been observed in Eukaryotes, making it tempting to speculate that a similar process may be occurring (24, 131). These observations taken together with the numerous studies identifying gene products with replication-defect phenotypes in *E. coli* make it an excellent candidate for the study of completion.

In this dissertation, I examine candidate mutants exhibiting phenotypes associated with poor growth and/or plasmid instability for their ability to complete replication on the chromosome using genomic profiling. For this work I employ this strategy to determine if mutants are impaired in their ability to complete replication based upon the observation
of abnormal copy number of sequences in the terminus region, relative to wild type cells. To this end, total genomic DNA from replicating cultures of wild type and mutant strains is purified and analyzed by high-throughput sequencing technology to generate replication profiles. The replication profile of the cultures represents the replication-specific copy number of each sequence around the genome.

In an exponentially growing wild type culture, all cells are replicating. As shown in figure 1.4a, in a randomly replicating population, most cells contain at least two copies of the origin (which replicates first) and one copy of the terminus (which replicates last). The sequences between these locations have proportionally fewer copies as the genetic distance from the origin increases. Thus, by randomly sequencing fragments of the chromosome and then plotting their frequency as a histogram, a replication profile similar to that shown in figure 1.4b can be obtained.

In cultures of cells with an impaired ability to complete replication, abnormalities in the copy number can be detected in the terminus region. If replication in a mutant fails to reach the terminus or fails to join the DNA ends at the end of the replication cycle, those ends may be missing or subject to degradation. This would result in a replication profile that lacks, or has reduced amount of DNA in the terminus region. Alternatively, if a mutant fails to complete replication at the doubling point and continues beyond where the replication forks meet, a third copy of the sequence would be generated and would be observed as an increased amount of DNA within the terminus region of the chromosome.

In the following chapter, I identify gene products involved in the completion reaction by establishing candidate gene products whose mutants exhibit replication-deficient phenotypes (Table 1.1). I evaluate those candidate mutants by examining their
growth, plasmid stability, and replication-specific DNA copy number at the point where replication forks converge. This work demonstrates that RecBCD is required for the completion reaction in a manner distinct from its role in homologous recombination, as the *E. coli* recombinase RecA is not required for the reaction.

Throughout the third chapter of this dissertation, I investigate the roles that the bacterial orthologs of Mre11-Rad50, SbcCD and ExoI play in the completion reaction. The data presented in this chapter show that SbcCD and ExoI are required for the completion reaction and act before RecBCD in the completion pathway. I further demonstrate that completion can occur by the normal pathway involving RecBCD, SbcCD, and ExoI and that in the absence of these gene products completion becomes dependent on homologous recombination. This aberrant recombinationally-mediated pathway is associated with genomic rearrangements and instabilities.

In the fourth chapter of this dissertation, I use bidirectionally-replicating plasmids, or plasmids containing two replisomes, to better understand the process of completion. By evaluating how two-replisome plasmids are transformed and maintained overtime in mutant strains deficient in completing DNA replication, I further the understanding of how these proteins function during completion. The data presented here show that RecBCD is required to process convergent replication forks and that homologous recombination cannot rescue completion without RecBCD. Furthermore, even in wild type cells the aberrant completion pathway, decreases the efficiency of the completion reaction and without recombination the efficiency of the reaction is enhanced.

The results contained within these chapters define a novel and fundamental process for resolving convergent replication forks during the completion of DNA
replication. This process involves gene products originally characterized as double-strand break repair proteins, demonstrating novel roles for these proteins during completion. These protein players act to complete DNA replication in a manner that does not require recombination and distinct from their roles in double-strand break repair by homologous recombination. Yet in the absence of the normal completion process, an aberrant recombinationally-mediated pathway becomes required to rescue the convergence of replication forks.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genes</th>
<th>Known Functions</th>
<th>Growth Abnormalities</th>
<th>Plasmid Instability</th>
<th>DNA Damage Sensitivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>recBC</td>
<td>Forms a heterotrimer with potent helicase/nuclease activity, nuclease activity altered by Chi-site recognition</td>
<td>yes&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>yes&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>yes&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recD</td>
<td></td>
<td>yes&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>yes&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>no&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sbcCD</td>
<td>Structure-specific endonuclease, targets DNA hairpins&lt;sup&gt;5&lt;/sup&gt;, some exonuclease activity</td>
<td>yes&lt;sup&gt;5&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>yes&lt;sup&gt;5&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>yes&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sbcB&lt;sup&gt;(xonA)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3’ to 5’ single-stranded exonuclease&lt;sup&gt;8&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>yes&lt;sup&gt;7&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>yes&lt;sup&gt;7&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>yes&lt;sup&gt;6,7&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recJ</td>
<td>5’ to 3’ single-stranded exonuclease&lt;sup&gt;9&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>yes&lt;sup&gt;11&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>yes&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recG</td>
<td>Junction-specific DNA helicase, branch migration&lt;sup&gt;13&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>no&lt;sup&gt;13&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>yes&lt;sup&gt;13&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xth</td>
<td>3’ to 5’ double-stranded exonuclease, Mg&lt;sup&gt;2+&lt;/sup&gt; dependent&lt;sup&gt;8&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>yes&lt;sup&gt;12&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recN</td>
<td>SOS-induced, involved in transformation, involved in recombination in recBCsbcBC mutants&lt;sup&gt;14&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>no&lt;sup&gt;14&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>yes&lt;sup&gt;14&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recQ</td>
<td>Helicase that loads onto single- or double-stranded DNA ends with low processivity&lt;sup&gt;15&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>yes&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>yes&lt;sup&gt;17&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1-(66, 71, 72), 2-(44), 3-(48), 4-(85, 88, 132), 5-(101, 111, 118), 6-(133), 7-(102, 103, 103), 8-(134), 9-(135), 10-(57, 75), 11-(136), 12-(137), 13-(138, 139), 14-(46, 51, 61, 140) 15-(141) 16-(103, 142) 17-(143)
Figure 1.1. Proposed model for double-strand (ds) break repair via homologous recombination in *E. coli*. RecBCD binds a (ds) DNA end and unwinds the duplex while digesting the 5’-strand resulting in a single-stranded (ss) 3’-tail. As RecBCD translocates along the DNA it is simultaneously loading the protein RecA. RecA protects the (ss) DNA end and facilitates strand invasion. Resynthesis of the gaps results in holiday junctions which are subsequently resolved. Adapted from (144).
Figure 1.2. *E. coli* is an excellent model system for the study of completion. This *E. coli* chromosomal diagram illustrates the location and orientation of the replication forks emanating bidirectionally from oriC as the polar replication pause sites, ter sites bound by the protein Tus, serve to contain the convergent replication forks to the terminus region. Adapted from (144).
RecBCD is complex enzyme. RecBCD is a heterotrimer with potent helicase and nuclease activities as well as an inducible RecA loading activity. Helicase activity is specific to the RecB and RecD subunits, while RecB contains nuclease activity and constitutive RecA loading. Upon encountering a Chi site, 5'-GCTGTTGG-3', RecBCD attenuates helicase activity and alters cleavage pattern. This alteration depends on concentrations of Mg\(^{2+}\) and ATP \textit{in vitro}, and the \textit{in vivo} concentrations have been difficult to measure. RecBCD has been shown to act on a variety of DNA structures. It is known to unwind and degrade double-stranded DNA, unwind double-stranded DNA with single-stranded gaps, and to unwind an arm of a cruciform molecule and cleave at the branch point (*). Chi appears to be oriented with chromosomal replication as the sequences are enriched in the leading strand emanating from the origin and that enrichment flips in the terminus region where replisomes converge. Adapted from (144).
Figure 1.4. Conceptual diagram of a replication profiling. **A.** A population of replicating cells will have more copies of the origin region (green) than the terminus region (red). **B.** By fractionating the genomes, sequencing the population’s fragments, mapping where those sequence match the chromosomal sequence, and comparing that to a population in stationary phase, a replication profile can be generated. In mutants impaired in completion, abnormalities would be expected in the terminus region, where replication forks are converging. Adapted from (145).
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Chapter 2

Completion of DNA replication in *Escherichia coli*

*This chapter has been published


Abstract

The mechanism by which cells recognize and complete replicated regions at their precise doubling point must be remarkably efficient, occurring thousands of times per cell division along the chromosomes of humans. Yet this process remains poorly understood. Here we show that in *Escherichia coli*, the completion of replication involves an enzymatic system that effectively counts pairs and limits cellular replication to its doubling point by allowing converging replication forks to transiently continue through the doubling point before the excess, over-replicated regions are incised, resected, and joined. Completion requires RecBCD, and involves several proteins associated with repairing double-strand breaks including, ExoI, SbcDC, and RecG. However, unlike double-strand break repair, completion occurs independently of homologous recombination and RecA. In some bacterial viruses, the completion mechanism is specifically targeted for inactivation in order to allow over-replication to occur during lytic replication. The results suggest a primary cause of genomic instabilities in many double-strand break repair mutants arises from an impaired ability to complete replication, independent from DNA damage.
Significance Statement

All phases of DNA replication are tightly regulated to ensure that daughter cells inherit a precise copy of the genomic DNA. While the mechanisms regulating initiation and elongation have been well characterized, the process of how cells recognize replicated regions and complete replication at the precise doubling point remains a fundamental question yet to be addressed. Here we show that the completion of replication involves a transient over-replication of the region where forks converge before the excess regions are incised, resected, and joined. Completion requires several proteins associated with repairing double-strand breaks, but unlike break repair, it occurs independently of homologous recombination and is targeted for inactivation by some bacterial viruses during the transition to lytic replication.
**Introduction**

During chromosomal replication, cells tightly regulate the processes of initiation, elongation, and completion to ensure that each daughter cell inherits an identical copy of the genetic information. While the mechanisms regulating initiation and elongation have been well characterized (reviewed in (1, 2)), the process of how cells recognize replicated regions and complete replication at the precise doubling point remains a fundamental question yet to be addressed. Whether this event occurs once per generation as in *E. coli* or thousands of times per generation as in human cells, the failure to efficiently carry out this function would be expected to result in a loss of genomic stability. Considering the large number of proteins that cells devote to ensuring the fidelity of replication initiation and elongation, it seems highly probable that the final critical step in this process will be also be tightly regulated and controlled enzymatically.

In some aspects, one could argue that the efficiency of completion is likely to be more critical to the faithful duplication of the genome than that of initiation. When replication origins fail to initiate efficiently, elongation of replication forks from neighboring origins is often able to compensate (3, 4), and both prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells are able to tolerate variations in their origin number without severe phenotypic consequences (5–7). However, a failure to accurately limit or join any event where forks converge would be expected to result in duplications, deletions, rearrangements or a loss of viability depending upon how the DNA ends are resolved at segregation.

A number of studies suggest that an ability to sense when all sequences in the genome have doubled will be critical to genomic replication. *In vitro*, converging
replisomes continue through their meeting point as one replisome displaces the other, resulting in over-replication, or a third copy, of the region where the forks meet (8). Complicating the process of genomic doubling a even further, several studies have suggested that illegitimate initiations of replication frequently occur at single strand nicks, gaps, D-loops, and R-loops throughout the genomes of both prokaryotes and eukaryotes (9–14). Similar to when replication forks continue through a previously replicated template, each of these events would generate a third copy of the chromosomal region where the event occurs. Thus, over-replication may be inherent and promiscuous during the duplication of genomes. If true, then to ensure that each sequence of the genome replicates once, and only once per generation, cells must encode an enzymatic system that is essentially able to count in pairs, and efficiently degrade odd or over-replicated regions until the two nascent end pairs of replication events can be joined.

The model organism *E. coli* is particularly well-suited to dissect how this fundamental process occurs. In *E. coli*, the completion of replication occurs at a defined region on the genome, opposite to the bidirectional origin of replication (15). Most completion events can be further localized to one of six termination (ter) sequences within the 400-kb terminus region due to the action of Tus, which binds to ter and inhibits replication fork progression in an orientation-dependent manner, in effect stalling the replication fork at this site until the second arrives (16, 17). Although Tus confines converging replication forks to a specific region, it does not appear to be directly involved in the completion reaction since *tus* mutants have no phenotype and complete replication normally (18). Furthermore, plasmids and bacteriophage lacking ter sequences are maintained stably (19).
Many mutants impaired for either replication initiation or elongation were initially isolated based on their growth defects or an impaired ability to maintain plasmids (20–22). We reasoned that mutants impaired for the ability to complete replication might be expected to exhibit similar phenotypes and initially focused our attention on the properties of recBC and recD mutants. RecB-C-D forms a helicase-nuclease complex that is required for homologous repair of double-strand breaks in E. coli (23, 24). The enzyme utilizes specific DNA sequences, termed Chi sites, to initiate recombination between pairs of molecules. Loss of RecB or C inactivates the enzyme complex, whereas loss of RecD inactivates the nuclease and Chi recognition, but retains helicase activity (23, 24). Here, we show that inactivation of RecBCD leads to a failure to recognize and join replicating molecules at their doubling point. Although the completion process requires RecBCD, it is distinct from double-strand break repair and does not involve a double strand break intermediate, homologous recombination, or RecA.

**Materials and Methods**

**Bacteria and Plasmids.** Strains and plasmids used in this study are presented in Table 1.

**Growth rates.** Fresh overnight cultures were 10-fold serially diluted in Luria-Bertani medium supplemented with 10 µg/ml thymine (LBthy), and 0.2-ml aliquots then were plated in duplicate into the wells of a sterile 96-well microtiter dish. The microtiter cultures were then agitated at 37°C, and the absorbance at 630nm for each culture was measured over time using a BIO-Whittaker ELx808 plate reader. The number of viable colonies per ml in each overnight culture was determined at the start of every experiment.
**Plasmid Stability.** Cultures containing the plasmid pBR322 were grown for 30 generations in LBthy medium at 37°C with aeration. Ten-µl aliquots of serial 10-fold dilutions were then spotted on LBthy plates in the presence and absence of 100 µg/ml ampicillin. Viable colonies were counted following overnight incubation at 37°C.

**Total Genomic and Plasmid DNA extraction.** 200µl of a fresh overnight culture grown in LBthy medium supplemented 100 µg/ml ampicillin was pelleted and used to inoculate 20 ml of LBthy medium. Cultures were grown without ampicillin selection in a shaking incubator at 37°C to an OD600 of 0.5 (~ 5 x 10^8 cells/ml). 0.75 ml samples were then placed into 0.75 ml cold 2X NET (100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 10 mM EDTA). Each sample was pelleted, resuspended in 150 µl of 1 mg/ml lysozyme and 0.2 mg/ml RNaseA in TE (10 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA), lysed at 37°C for 20 min. At this time, proteinase K (10µl, 10mg/ml) and sarcosyl (10µl, 20%) was added and incubated at 37°C for 1 hr. Samples were then extracted with 4 volumes of phenol/chloroform (1/1), and dialyzed for 1 hour on 47mm Whatman 0.05 µm pore disks (Whatman #VMWP04700) floating on a 250 ml beaker of TE.

**Southern Analysis of Plasmid Replication intermediates.** Total genomic DNA samples were digested with Sac II (New England Biolabs), which is not found in pBR322, extracted with chloroform, and equal volumes were loaded onto a 1.0 % agarose, 1X TAE at 4V/cm. Alternatively, to resolve plasmid sizes, samples were run in 0.5 % agarose, 1X TAE at 1V/cm. Gels were transferred to Hybond N+ nylon membranes and
probed with pBR322 that had been labeled with $^{32}$P by nick translation according to the protocol supplied by Roche using alpha [$$^{32}P$$]dCTP (PerkinElmer). Radioactivity was visualized using a Storm 840 and its associated ImageQuant Software (Molecular Dynamics).

**Sequencing, assembly and copy-number analysis.** Fresh overnight cultures were diluted 1:250 in LBthy media and grown at 37°C with aeration to an OD$_{600}$ of 0.4. Total genomic DNA was extracted as described above. Stationary phase cultures were grown for 36 hours prior to genomic DNA extraction. Library preparation and sequencing of the genomic DNA samples were performed using NexteraXT and Illumina HiSeq2000 (Illumina). The SR108 parent strain sequence was determined using single-end 51 base pair bar-coded reads to assemble contigs with the Velvet 1.2.10 De Novo assembler with a k-mer value of 31 a minimum coverage depth >34 (25). Contigs were then aligned to *E. coli* K12 W3110, as a scaffold, using CONTIGuator 2.7.3 (26). The original Illumina sequences reads for all subsequent strains were then aligned and assembled using Bowtie 1.0.0 (27) with the SR108 parent as reference. The aligned reads were then analyzed for nucleotide frequencies at each position and the copy number of sequences per kilobase was determined using Perl scripts. Relative copy number values for each strain were normalized to values obtained for stationary phase cultures to correct for any differences in read depth, and then plotted against their location on the genome (28).

**Density labeling and CsCl analysis.** Fresh overnight cultures were diluted 1:100 in 20 ml of Davis medium (2.0 g KH$_2$PO$_4$, 7.0 g K$_2$HPO$_4$, 0.5 g Na$_3$C$_6$H$_5$O$_7$, 0.1 g MgSO$_4$, 1.0
g (NH₄)₂SO₄ per liter, pH 7.0) supplemented with 0.4% glucose, 0.2% cas-amino acids, and 10 µg/ml thymine (DGCthy) supplemented with 0.1 µCi/ml of [¹⁴C]thymine (53 mCi/mmol) and were grown to an OD₆₀₀ of 0.5 at 37°C with aeration. At this time, half the culture was UV irradiated with 25 J/m² and the other half was mock irradiated. Cultures were then filtered onto FisherBrand general filtration 0.45-µm membranes, washed with NET buffer, resuspended in 10 ml DGC medium supplemented with 20 µg/ml 5-bromouracil in place of thymine and 0.5 µCi/ml [³H]thymine (60.5 Ci/mmol), and allowed to recover for a period of 1 hr at 37°C with aeration. Two volumes of ice-cold NET buffer were added to the 10-ml cultures, and the cells were then pelleted, resuspended in 150 µl TE (10 mm Tris, 1 mm EDTA, pH 8.0), and lysed in 170 µl of 0.5M H₂KPO₄/KOH, pH 12.5, and 1.25% Sarkosyl. Isopycnic alkali CsCl gradients composed of 0.3 g of a DNA lysate solution, 2.23 g CsCl, and 3.31 g of a 0.1 M H₂KPO₄/KOH, pH 12.5, solution (refractive index 1.4055) were centrifuged to equilibrium at 80,000g for 96 hr at 20°C. Gradient fractions were collected onto Whatman no. 17 paper, washed in 5% TCA, and then washed in 95% ethanol. The quantity of [³H] and [¹⁴C] in each fraction was determined by liquid scintillation counting.

**Total DNA accumulation.** Fresh overnight cultures were diluted 1:100 in 40 ml DGCthy medium supplemented with 0.1 µCi/ml [³H]thymine (60.5 Ci/mmol) and grown to an OD₆₀₀ of 0.4 at 37°C with aeration. At this time, half the culture was UV irradiated with 25 J/m² and the other half was mock irradiated. At the indicated times, duplicate 200-µl aliquots were precipitated in 5 ml of 5% trichloroacetic acid (TCA) and filtered onto
Fisherbrand glass fiber filters. The amount of $^3$H-labeled DNA on each filter was determined by liquid scintillation counting.

**Results**

Similar to other mutants that are involved in replication initiation or elongation, *recBC* and *recD* mutants each exhibit growth abnormalities and plasmid instabilities. These phenotypes are unique from other recombination mutants, and suggest they have a broader, more fundamental function in replicating cells. Relative to wild type cultures, *recBC* cultures grow poorly and produce large numbers of small, nonviable cells, whereas *recD* cultures grow for a longer time period and reach a higher cell density (Figure 2.1a) (29–31). By comparison, cultures lacking either RecF or RecA, which is essential for all homologous recombination and RecBCD-mediated double-strand break repair, grow comparatively well, arguing that some function of RecBCD is unique from homologous repair and DNA damage.

Mutations inactivating RecBC or RecD also affect the stability of plasmid minichromosomes, a feature that is again distinct from other recombination mutants (Figure 2.1b) (32, 33). Plasmids grown in *recD* mutants continue to replicate past the doubling point, producing large quantities of multimeric circles as well as long linear multimers (Figure 2.1c). The over-replicated products observed in *recD* mutants are distinct in that they contain both odd- and even-numbered multimeric products (Figure 2.1d). By contrast, in other recombination mutants or in wild type cultures, the few multimeric products that are detected occur as paired, or even-numbered multimers. *recBC* mutants are also less able to retain plasmids relative to wild type cultures,
although overall cell viability is similarly reduced (Figure 2.1b). The unstable phenotype in recBC is distinct from recD mutants, and involves an elevated level of gapped molecules and dimer plasmids, rather than extensive over-replication (Figure 2.1c). We interpret these observations to suggest that during plasmid replication, the RecD and RecBC subunits of the enzyme are required for cells to recognize and resolve those ends at the doubling point, respectively.

If the plasmid instability in recBC and recD mutants arose from an inability to process double-strand breaks, these mutants would be expected to accumulate broken intermediates. Yet, as figure 2.1c and f demonstrate, the proportion of broken, linear plasmids is actually lower in recBC or recD cultures relative to wild type or other recombination mutants. Additionally, double-strand breaks are estimated to arise in vivo at frequencies ranging from 0.01-1 break per 4.5-Mb of replicated genome (34), making it unlikely that these account for the instability of a 4.5-kb plasmid. Finally, plasmids remain stable and replicate normally in recA mutants which are defective in all homologous recombination and RecBCD-mediated double-strand break repair (Figure 2.1b and c). Taken together, these observations argue strongly against the idea that the growth and minichromosome abnormalities in recBC and recD mutants arise from defective processing of double-strand breaks. However, these phenotypes are all consistent with those expected of mutants that have an impaired ability to recognize and complete replication.

Other phenotypes associated with recBC mutants also suggest the gene products play a role at the end of the cell cycle. Following UV-irradiation, many hypersensitive recombination mutants, including recA and recF, cease DNA synthesis immediately after
replication encounters the DNA damage (35, 36). However, recBC mutants are unusual in that they initially recover and continue to replicate similar to wild type cells. The replication continues normally for a short period before DNA synthesis ceases at a point when the DNA has approximately doubled ((37) and 2.2), indicating that the defect in recBC mutants is distinct from RecA and arises at the final stages of replication. Consistent with this interpretation, ter sequences are hot spots for RecBCD-mediated recombination (38, 39), implying that the region where replication completes contains substrates frequently recognized by RecBCD in vivo.

To directly examine whether RecBCD functions in completing replication on the chromosome, we profiled the genomes of replicating wild type and mutant cultures using high-throughput sequencing. In replicating wild type cultures, the copy number of sequences is highest surrounding the bidirectional origin, then gradually decreases until it reaches the terminus where replication completes (Figure 2.3a). In mutants lacking RecBC, there is a marked decrease in the copy number of sequences specifically in the terminus region. The terminus sequences in recBC mutants are underrepresented by up to two fold, relative to wild type cultures. Assuming that greater than half of the sequence reads correspond to the parental DNA, one can infer that the majority of cells in the population have difficulty replicating or maintaining sequences in this region. Conversely, an increase in the copy number of sequences within the terminus region is observed in recD mutants, which inactivates the exonuclease activity of the enzyme complex (Figure 2.3b). Consistent with the observations on plasmids, the results indicate that the RecBCD complex is required to allow the efficient and accurate completion of replication on the chromosome. The presence of the over-replicated intermediate inside
the boundary of the ter sites in recD mutants implies that converging forks transiently pass each other before the nuclease activity of RecBCD resects these over-replicated intermediates back to the doubling point. The lack of sequences at the termination region in recBC mutants reveals that the enzyme complex is required to resolve and join the convergent forks at the doubling point. In its absence, the DNA ends of the converging forks remain subject to nucleolytic attack and are degraded.

Importantly, the completion of replication on the chromosome occurs normally in recF and recA mutants, indicating that the completion reaction catalyzed by RecBCD does not require homologous recombination or involve the repair of double-strand breaks (2.3B). We are aware of no recombination models for repairing collapsed forks that do not involve RecA, nor do any known recombinational processes require RecBC, but not RecA. Thus, the lack of the terminus region DNA in recBC mutants is inconsistent with the idea that the intermediates are associated recombination defect or collapsed replication forks occurring in this region. We infer that the impaired ability to complete replication in recBC mutants is independent from its role in double-strand break repair, and likely accounts for the poor growth of these cells relative to recA or other recombination mutants.

Additional genes associated with double-strand break repair are also involved in completion. SbcDC, a structure-specific helicase-nuclease, and ExoI, a prominent 3’-5’ exonuclease, suppress the growth defects of recBC mutants when mutated, and lead to plasmid instability similar to recD (29, 40, 41). Mutations in human homologs of these proteins are associated with genetic instabilities and impaired double-strand break repair (42). In replicating sbcDC xonA mutants, a similar over-replication of the terminus
region is observed (Figure 2.3c), indicating that these genes play a role in processing or resolving the transient over-replicated regions. Over-replication was less pronounced in the single mutant, possibly suggesting either functional redundancy or cooperativity between these gene products.

A recent study has shown that mutants lacking RecG, a translocase important for dissolving mis-primed events after DNA damage, also over-replicates its terminus region (Figure 2.3c and (43)). In both recD and recG mutants, the DNA ends from unresolved completion events lead to over-replication that can also be observed on plasmids. However, as shown in figure 2.4, the over-replication that occurs in these mutants is distinct in several aspects. The aberrant long linear-multimeric intermediates that accumulate in recD mutants do not appear in recG mutants. In addition, recD mutants are unique in that they contain prominent odd numbered circular plasmid multimers, suggesting that RecD contributes to efficient pair recognition prior to resolution. In contrast, the over-replicated species in recG mutants predominately consist of even-numbered circular multimers (Figure 2.4), suggesting that these mutants retain the ability to recognize and resolve molecules as pairs. We interpret these results to suggest that although RecG plays a role in preventing illegitimate re-initiations from occurring, it is not directly involved in recognition or joining of the linear DNA ends at the doubling point. Consistent with this interpretation, recG mutants grow normally and plasmids are stably maintained (Figure 2.1d and e). recG mutants are also constitutively induced for SOS expression (44), which may contribute to the over-replication that occurs on plasmids and the chromosome in these strains (10, 11). Interestingly, the over-replication that occurs in both recD and recG mutants depends on RecA (Figure 2.4),
demonstrating that recombination can lead to aberrant re-initiation events when the efficiency of the completion reaction is compromised.

Many lytic viruses, including bacteriophage lambda, have two modes of replication, an early phase in which its genome doubles similar to the bacterial chromosome, and a late phase in which the viral genome is amplified before packaging and release from the cell (45). Late phase replication in phage lambda requires expression of the phage Gam protein, which targets and inactivates RecD and SbcDC in the host (46). Similar to the amplification of phage and plasmid DNA (41), we observed that gam expression results in an over-replication of the terminus region (Figure 2.5). Thus, to initiate genomic amplification during lytic infection, the phage targets and inactivates the cellular mechanism that limits replication to the doubling point in order to allow over-replication to occur.

**Discussion**

Taken together, the plasmid and chromosomal data presented here indicate that RecBCD is directly involved in limiting replication events and resolving them at points where sequences have doubled. This process is distinct from double-strand break repair and occurs efficiently in the absence of RecA or homologous recombination on both plasmids and the chromosome. However, when one considers the mechanism by which double strand breaks are repaired, it becomes clear how these two processes may be related (Figure 2.6). Double-strand break repair in *E. coli* requires both RecA and RecBCD function. RecA is believed to pair the severed strands with intact homologous duplex DNA (23, 24). Once this occurs, the sequences between the opposing strands are replicated and joined using the second molecule as a template. A structurally similar
process must also occur whenever two replication forks converge. However, in the case of completion, the opposing nascent strands have been brought together by replication forks and should be independent of RecA.

During double strand break repair, RecBCD is proposed to process the DNA ends prior to strand invasion. In most models, this processing is restricted to the early stages of the reaction (23, 24). However, in vivo experiments have suggested that strand invasion can occur in the absence of RecBCD, but that its function is still required if viable recombinants are to be recovered (47, 48), arguing that RecBCD enzyme function acts late in the recombination process, perhaps by actively resolving the re-replicated regions at the doubling point.

Considering the chromosomal phenotypes of recBC and recD mutants, it is tempting to speculate that monomeric linear plasmid species, which are diminished or absent in these strains, represent an incised intermediate of over-replicated products (Figure 2.1d). However, the precise substrates RecBCD, or SbcDC, XonA, and RecG act upon in the completion process remains to be determined, as does the presumed role that a polymerase and ligase must play in joining the DNA ends.

Several observations favor a mechanism involving a transient over-replication when forks converge. The location of ter sequences on the chromosome are positioned to allow overreplication of the terminus region to occur before replication is blocked by the action of the Tus protein (15). A number of early studies found that under various stress conditions, the copy number of sequences surrounding the ter regions increased and speculated that these represented cryptic origins of replication, termed oriX, oriK, or oriM (9, 11, 49). However, it is also reasonable to consider that these new “origins”
actually represent replication continuing through the terminus, since both events would result in elevated copy numbers in this region. Consistent with this, chromosomal over-replication is generally observed to occur under the same conditions as when it is seen on plasmids (Figure 2.1&2.3), arguing against the idea of cryptic origins in the terminus. In vitro, converging replisomes continue through their meeting point as one replisome displaces the other, resulting in over-replication of the point where the forks meet (8). Finally, transient over-replication has the intuitive advantage of buffering against any potential loss of genetic information and may prevent the loss of genetic information should cell division occur prematurely.

Mutations in a number of human double strand break repair genes also exhibit growth defects and genetic instabilities in the absence of exogenous DNA damage, suggesting that some of these mutants may have an impaired ability to complete replication.
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The data reported in this paper have been deposited in the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database, [www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo accession no. SRP047195](http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo).
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### Table 2.1. *E. coli* strains and plasmids used in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain</th>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>Source or Construction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SR108</td>
<td>λ-, thyA, deo, IN(rrnD-rrnE)</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL921</td>
<td>SR108 D(srlR-recA)306::Tn10</td>
<td>(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL922</td>
<td>SR108 recB21C22 argA81::Tn10</td>
<td>(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL923</td>
<td>SR108 recD11011 argA81::Tn10</td>
<td>(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL946</td>
<td>SR108 recF332::Tn3</td>
<td>(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL008</td>
<td>SR108 recG258::Tn5</td>
<td>(8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL1034</td>
<td>SR108 xonA::Cat300</td>
<td>(9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL826</td>
<td>D(lacU169) nadA::Tn10, gal490, Lambda c1857, D(cro-bioA), sbcCD::Cat</td>
<td>Recombineering strain DY329 (10) was transformed with primers 5'TCCTGCTGAATAGTTATTTCACTGCA AACGTACTTTCCAGCTTTTCGAATTTCT GCCATT 5'AGGGAACCGTTATGCGCATCCTTCA CACCTCAGACTGGCAATGAGACGTTG ATCGGCAC to replace codon10 of sbcD through codon1040 of sbcC with a chloramphenicol resistance cassette.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL835</td>
<td>SR108 sbcCD1040::cat</td>
<td>P1 transduction of sbcCD1040::cat from CL826 parent into SR108 recipient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL2357</td>
<td>SR108 xonA::Cat300 sbcCD::Gm</td>
<td>P1 transduction of sbcCD::Gm from KM135 (11) into recipient HL1034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pBADGam</td>
<td>Arabinose inducible expression plasmid, Ampicillin resistance, ColE1 origin</td>
<td>Phage Lambda gam ORF clones into the multiple cloning site of pBAD/Myc-HisA (Invitrogen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pBR322</td>
<td>Ampicillin, Tetracycline resistance, ColE1 origin</td>
<td>(12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2.1. recBC and recD mutants exhibit growth abnormalities and an impaired ability to maintain monomeric plasmids. A) The growth of recBC mutants is impaired, whereas recD mutants grow for a longer period of time and reach a higher density relative to cultures of wild type, recA or recF mutants. The absorbance at 630nm of cultures grown at 37°C is plotted over time. B) recBC mutants and recD mutants exhibit plasmid instability. Cultures containing the plasmid pBR322 were grown for 30 generations before 10µl drops of 10fold serial dilutions were plated with and without ampicillin to determine the fraction of cells that retained the plasmid in each strain. C) Plasmids replicating in recBC cultures accumulate dimer plasmids, whereas recD cultures accumulate circular and linear multimers. Linear monomers, indicative of double-strand breaks, are reduced in both recBC and recD mutants relative to wild type cultures. Total genomic and plasmid DNA was prepared from replicating cultures containing pBR322 and examined by Southern analysis using 32P-labelled pBR322 as a probe. DNA was electrophoresed through a 1.0% agarose gel in 0.5X TAE at 4 V/cm² D) Unlike other mutants, replication of plasmids in recD mutants leads to multimeric circles that contain both odd and even numbers of plasmid copies. Samples were analyzed as in (C) except the DNA was electrophoresed through a 0.5% agarose gel in 0.5X TAE at 1V/cm². Resolution under these conditions resolves molecules primarily based on the molecule’s size and reduces the impact that shape has on the migration rate of the molecule. E) The growth, F) plasmid stability, and G) plasmid intermediates for recG, xonA, sbcDC, and xonAsbcDC mutants were analyzed as in (A) (B) and (C).
Figure 2.2. Following UV-irradiation, recBC mutants initially recover replication, but then replication arrests after an approximate doubling of their genomic material. A) recBC mutants initially recover replication. $^{14}$C-thymine prelabeled cultures were UV irradiated or mock treated, and resuspended in media containing $^{3}$H-5-bromodeoxyuridine for 1 hour to density label the replication occurring during this period. The denser replicated DNA was then separated in alkaline CsCl density gradients and quantified. Both wild type and recBC mutants restore replication equally well during the 1st hour after UV treatment. recA mutants do not recover. B) Replication arrests in recBC mutants after an approximate doubling of the DNA. Cultures growing in $^{3}$H-thymine were UV irradiated or mock treated and sampled at various times to determine the total amount of $^{3}$H-DNA accumulated. Wild type cells recover replication and continue to grow following irradiation. recA mutants do not recover replication. recBC initially recover replication, but then arrest replication once the DNA has approximately doubled. Initial $^{3}$H-DNA counts were between 1057 and 2610 cpm for all experiments. Plots represent the average of duplicate samples.
Figure 2.3. RecBCD resolves and completes replication at the doubling point on the chromosome, independent of homologous recombination. A) In wild type cultures, replication proceeds bidirectionally from the origin and completes in the terminus region. Genomic DNA from replicating cultures was purified, fragmented, and profiled using high-throughput sequencing. Sequence read frequencies, normalized to stationary phase cells, are plotted relative to their position on the genome. The terminus region of the chromosome, containing terD, A, C, and B, is shown next to each plot. An 8kb floating average of the sequence frequency is plotted in red. B) recBC mutants fail to complete replication, leading to degradation of the terminus region. recD mutants fail to resect and limit replication to the doubling point, leading to over-replicated regions in the terminus. Completion occurs normally in recF and recA mutants. C) Over-replicated regions persist in sbcDC xonA mutants. Illegitimate re-initiations of replication occur in recG. Note the different scale for recG.
Figure 2.4. DNA ends from unresolved completion events lead to distinct recombination-dependent, over-replication intermediates on plasmids in recD and recG mutants. recD mutants accumulate long linear multimers, as well as both odd- and even-numbered multimeric circles. In recG mutants, the over-replicated products consist of predominantly even-numbered, multimeric circles. In both recD and recG mutants, the illegitimate re-initiations of replication depend on RecA. Cultures and DNA were prepared and analyzed as in figure 1c.
Figure 2.5. Induction of the bacteriophage gam gene inactivates the cellular mechanism that limits replication to the doubling point. A) Lambda late phase replication requires gam induction. B) gam induction leads to over replication on plasmids and C) the chromosome. Cultures containing a plasmid with an arabinose-inducible gam gene were grown with 0.4% glucose (-) or 0.4% arabinose (+) and prepared as in figure 1b and c.
Figure 2.6. Model for the completion of replication and its relationship to homologous double-strand break repair. A) Converging replication forks pass each other, leading to a transient over-replicated intermediate. RecBCD promotes the degradation and resolution of the over-replicated regions at the doubling point. RecG facilitates unwinding of the over-replicated intermediates to reduce re-initiation events and illegitimate replication. SbcDC and ExoI also participate in the degradation of the over-replicated regions to limit replication. B) RecA initiates homologous double-strand break repair by pairing DNA ends with a homologous double-stranded template, generating an intermediate that can be repaired by completing the replication of the intervening sequences.
Figure 2.7. Over-replication of the terminus region is less pronounced in *xonA* and *sbcCD* mutants relative to the *xonA sbcDC* double mutant. Genomic DNA from replicating cultures was purified, fragmented, and profiled using high-throughput sequencing. Sequence read frequencies, normalized to stationary phase cells, are plotted relative to their position on the genome. The terminus region of the chromosome, containing *terD, A, C,* and *B,* is shown next to each plot. An 8kb floating average of the sequence frequency is plotted in red.
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Chapter 3

SbcC-SbcD and ExoI process convergent forks to complete chromosomal replication

*This chapter has been published

Abstract

SbcC-SbcD ExoI are the bacterial homologs of Mre11-Rad50 and CtIP, a nuclease complex essential for genome stability, normal development, and viability in mammals. In vitro, these enzymes function together to degrade long DNA palindromic structures. However, long DNA palindromes are generally not found in bacterial or human genomes, leaving the cellular substrates and function of these enzymes unknown. Here, we show that during the completion of DNA replication, convergent replication forks form palindrome-like intermediates that require nucleolytic processing by SbcC-SbcD and ExoI before chromosome replication can be completed. Inactivation of these nuclease prevents completion from occurring, and under these conditions, cells maintain viability by shunting the reaction through an aberrant recombinational pathway. The results identify replication completion as an event critical to maintain genome integrity and cell viability, demonstrate SbcC-SbcD-ExoI act prior to RecBCD
and is required to initiate the completion reaction, and reveal how defects in completion result in genomic instability.

**Significance statement**

SbcC-SbcD and ExoI belong to a class of highly conserved nucleases that are critical to genome stability, but whose cellular function remains poorly understood. In humans, the homologs are essential for viability and normal development, and lead to severe developmental abnormalities and cancer predisposition when mutated. Here we show that these enzymes process DNA intermediates at sites where replication forks converge and are required for chromosome replication to complete normally. Cells lacking these gene products are unable to complete replication normally and rely on an aberrant recombinational mechanism to maintain viability that leads to genomic instability and amplifications at these sites similar to that seen in human cancers where these genes have been inactivated.
Introduction

Accurate replication of the genome requires that cells tightly regulate the processes of initiation, elongation, and completion to ensure that each daughter cell inherits an identical copy of the genetic information. While the mechanisms regulating initiation and elongation have been extensively characterized (1, 2), the process of how DNA replication is completed has, until recently, remained unknown. Accurately completing replication necessitates that cells recognize replicated regions and join the strands of converging replication forks at the precise point where all sequences have doubled. This event occurs thousands of times per division along the chromosomes of human cells and therefore must be remarkably efficient. Failure of even a single completion event would be expected to result in duplications, deletions, rearrangements, or cell death depending upon how the convergent strands are processed. Cells devote a large number of enzymes to maintain the fidelity of both replication initiation and elongation, and recent studies have shown that this final step, required to maintain genomic integrity, similarly requires enzymatic control and is tightly regulated (3, 4).

The completion step of DNA replication has been challenging to study in eukaryotic cells, in part because multiple origins are utilized with varying efficiencies and timing, making the regions where forks meet highly variable between cells and cell cycles (5, 6). By comparison, *Escherichia coli* is well-suited to dissect this fundamental aspect of cellular metabolism since the event can be localized to a single ~400 kb region of the chromosome, opposite to its bidirectional origin of replication (7). This region is flanked by *ter* sequences which bind the protein Tus, blocking
replication forks in an orientation specific manner (8). Although ter ensures that completion events occur within this region, they do not appear to be directly involved in the reaction, as chromosomes and plasmids lacking ter replicate normally and are stably maintained in the cell (9, 10).

In E. coli, the completion of DNA replication requires the RecBCD helicase-nuclease complex and occurs through a reaction that does not involve recombination or RecA (3). In the absence of RecBCD, cultures either fail to replicate, or fail to maintain the chromosome region where replication forks converge, leading to large segments of the chromosome remaining unreplicated in this region. The inability of recBCD mutants to replicate or maintain this region of the chromosome severely compromises growth and viability in these cultures (3). In vitro, RecB and -C interact with RecD to form a dual helicase-nuclease complex that unwinds and degrades double-strand DNA ends (11, 12). The enzymatic complex is capable of rapidly translocating and degrading DNA for tens to hundreds of kilobases at a rate of ~1000 bp/s, a processivity and rate that approaches that of the replisome's ability to synthesize these sequences (13–15). Loss of RecB or -C inactivates the complex, whereas loss of RecD inactivates the nuclease, but retains helicase activity (16–18). How RecBCD promotes the completion of DNA replication, and what intermediate substrates are involved in this reaction, remain to be characterized.

Other enzymes that compromise the ability to complete replication have also been identified and include SbcC-Sbc and ExoI. In the absence of these enzymes, the region where replication forks converge is over-replicated or amplified (3, 19). Curiously, although chromosome replication is clearly abnormal in these mutants, the
over-represented, amplification regions of the chromosome do not appear to compromise growth and viability of cells in culture.

SbcC-SbcD and ExoI belong to a class of nucleases that are critical to genome stability but whose cellular function remains poorly understood. They are the bacterial orthologs of Mre11-Rad50 in humans and yeast (20, 21). They are both structurally and functionally conserved in all three domains of life (22, 23). All SbcC-SbcD orthologs form a heterotetrameric complex with a remarkably unique architecture, containing two long coiled-coil regions that extend up to 60nm within the SbcC (Rad50) dimer where the ATPase and SbcD (Mre11) interaction site reside (22). When bound with the SbcD dimer, these complexes contain a prominent endonuclease activity that incises DNA hairpins, as well as single-strand endonuclease and double-strand 3’-5’ exonuclease activities (24). Human CtIP, yeast Sae2, and *E. coli* ExoI appear to be conserved at the functional level. Inactivation of these nucleases enhances the palindrome amplifications and genetic instabilities that arise in mutants lacking SbcC-D or Rad50-Mre11 (25–27). In humans, these genes are essential for viability and normal development, whereas hypomorphic mutations lead to severe developmental abnormalities and cancer predisposition (28–31). Mutations render cells in culture hypersensitive to double strand breaks and perturb the normal progression through the cell cycle (29, 30, 32–34). These phenotypes are often attributed to defective repair of double strand breaks, and the enzymes are most commonly proposed to function as initiators of recombinational repair, processing DNA ends before the Rad51 recombinase can load and facilitate recombination (35, 36). However, several enigmatic phenotypes of these enzymes don’t fit this model.
Rad51 foci form normally in the absence of Mre11 or Rad50 (37–39), implying that processing by these enzymes is not required to initiate recombinational Rad51 filaments. Curiously, the preferred substrate of the *E. coli*, yeast, and human enzymes is long hairpin or palindromic DNA structures (40–42). Inactivation of Mre11 and CtIP in vivo leads to widespread genomic instabilities that include the appearance of palindromic duplications (25, 43). Similarly in *E. coli*, palindromic sequences can only be maintained in mutants lacking SbcCD ExoI (44, 45), indicating that, somehow, palindromic sequences are relevant to its in vivo function. Yet, long palindromic sequences are not encoded in eukaryotic or bacterial genomes, making it unclear why palindrome-specific nucleases would be essential in mammalian cells or how palindromic duplications would rapidly appear in their absence. Thus, the substrates and essential function that these enzymes have in the cell has remained an elusive question.

In this study, we show that SbcC-SbcD and ExoI are required to initiate the completion of DNA replication on the chromosome, and act at a step prior to RecBCD in the process. The enzymes process a ‘palindrome-like’ intermediate that forms at sites where replication forks converge. SbcCD and ExoI processing likely creates a substrate that allows RecBCD to bind and promote joining of convergent fork strands, either directly or indirectly. In the absence of SbcCD and ExoI, these structural intermediates persist and the normal completion of replication is prevented. Furthermore, we show that under these conditions, cells maintain viability by processing these intermediates through an aberrant recombinational mechanism that accounts for the widespread genomic instabilities and amplifications
that are observed in mutants lacking these nucleases.

**Materials and methods**

**Bacteria.** All strains used in this work are derived from SR108, a *thyA deoC* derivative of W3110 and listed in table 3.1.

**Growth Rates.** Equal numbers of viable cells were grown in 0.1-mL cultures in LB medium supplemented with 10µg/mL thymine (LBthy), at 37°C with agitation in a 96-well microtiter dish. Absorbance at 630 nm was measured over time using a BIO-Whittaker ELx808 plate reader (3).

**Plasmid Stability.** Cultures containing the plasmid pBR322 were grown for 30 generations in LBthy medium at 37°C with aeration. Ten-microliter aliquots of serial 10-fold dilutions were then spotted on LBthy plates in the presence or absence of 100 µg/mL ampicillin. Viable colonies were counted following overnight incubation at 37°C (3).

**Total Genomic DNA Extraction.** 0.75 mL cultures grown in LBthy medium supplemented with 100 µg/ml ampicillin were taken and placed into 0.75 mL of cold 2× NET (100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 10 mM EDTA). Each sample was pelleted, resuspended in 140 µl of 1 mg/mL lysozyme and 0.2 mg/mL RNaseA in TE (10 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA), and lysed at 37 °C for 30 min. At this time, proteinase K
(10 µl, 10 mg/ml) and Sarkosyl [10 µl, 20% (wt/wt)] were added and incubated at 37 °C for 30 min. Samples were then extracted with 4 vol of phenol/chloroform (1/1) and dialyzed for 1 h on 47 mm Whatman 0.05-µm pore disks (Whatman #VMWP04700) floating on a 250-mL beaker of TE (1 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA) (3).

**Southern Analysis of Plasmid Replication Intermediates.** Total genomic DNA samples were digested with Sac II (New England Biolabs), pBR322 lacks Sac II restriction sites, and extracted with chloroform. Equal volumes were loaded onto a 0.5% and 1.0% agarose gel containing 0.5× TBE (220 mM Tris, 180 mM Borate, 5 mM EDTA, pH 8.3) and electrophoresed at 1 and 2.5 V/cm respectively. Gels were transferred to Hybond N+ nylon membranes and probed with pBR322 that had been labeled with 32P by nick translation according to the protocol supplied by Roche using [α-32P]dCTP (PerkinElmer). Radioactivity was visualized using a Storm 840 and its associated ImageQuant Software (Molecular Dynamics) (3).

**Sequencing, Assembly, and Replication Profiling.** Fresh overnight cultures were diluted 1:250 in LBthy media and grown at 37 °C with aeration to an OD600 of 0.4. Stationary-phase cultures were grown for 36h. Total genomic DNA was prepared from cultures. Sequencing of the genomic DNA samples was performed using NexteraXT and Illumina HiSeq2000 (Illumina) using single-end, 51-bp, bar-coded reads according to the manufacturer's instructions. SR108 parent sequence was determined using breseq to identify structural variations between SR108 and its W3110 parent genome, and differences were hand annotated to generate the SR108 reference genome (46).
The original Illumina sequence reads for all subsequent strains were then aligned using Bowtie 1.0.0 (47), using SR108 as reference. Aligned reads were then analyzed for nucleotide frequencies at each position, and the copy number of sequences per kilobase was determined using custom Perl scripts. Copy number values were normalized to those of stationary phase cells to determine replication-specific copy number frequencies and eliminate any sequencing bias. These relative copy number values were then plotted against their location along the genome to generate replication profiles for each strain of interest.

Results

SbcC-SbcD and ExoI are required for replication to complete normally, and act upstream of RecBCD in the reaction

The ability to complete chromosome replication can be observed by profiling the copy number of DNA sequences across the genome of replicating cultures. In this approach, genomic DNA is purified from replicating cultures, fragmented, and sequenced. The replication profile is then determined by counting sequences that align to each segment of the chromosome (Figure 3.1a). In wild type cultures, sequences surrounding the bidirectional origin replicate first, and are observed at higher frequencies relative to chromosome regions that replicate later. Overall, sequence frequencies decrease inversely with their distance from the origin, until reaching the terminus region where replication forks converge and replication completes (3) and
Figure 3.1B). In recBCD mutants, a dramatic loss of sequences is observed in the region where replication forks converge (Fig3.1C). An identical result is observed in recBC mutants alone (3). The copy number of sequences in the terminus region is reduced ~two fold relative to wild type cultures. Assuming that more than half of all sequence reads correspond to parental DNA strands, one can infer that nearly all cells in the population have difficulty replicating or maintaining this region of the chromosome. This severely impairs growth and viability in recBC cultures (3). The slope of the progressing replication forks away from the origin is similar in both recBCD and wild type profiles (-30.0 vs. -28.8 normalized reads/Mb, respectively) before reaching the terminus region, where the recBCD slope rapidly deteriorates, relative to wild type cultures (-133.8 vs. -13.9 normalized reads/Mb, respectively). The observation argues against the idea that overall fork progression is impaired or impeded in recBCD mutants and indicates that the replication defect localizes specifically to the region where replication forks converge in these mutants. In contrast, completion has previously been shown to occur normally in recA mutants (3, 4), demonstrating that the RecBCD-mediated reaction occurs independently of homologous recombination or double strand repair and likely represents an intramolecular reaction.

The inability of recBCD mutants to maintain the terminus region could arise either because RecBCD is required for replication forks to reach the terminus, or because RecBCD is somehow required to allow DNA ends from convergent replication forks to be joined. In the latter possibility, persistent DNA ends from convergent replication forks would remain susceptible to nucleolytic attack, leading to
extensive degradation and loss of DNA in the region where forks converge.

To differentiate between these two general mechanisms, we examined the replication profiles of recBC mutants that also lacked SbcCD and ExoI nucleases. ExoI contains a processive 3’-5’ single-stranded exonuclease (48, 49) while SbcCD is a double-stranded exonuclease that also has endonucleolytic activity at DNA palindromes (24, 44). We reasoned that if RecBCD facilitates replication forks reaching the terminus, then the absence of exonucleases would have little effect on the depleted terminus region. Alternatively, if RecBCD action is required before DNA ends from convergent forks can be joined, then the absence of exonucleases may reduce or prevent the degradation occurring, and partially restore the terminus region. We initially focused upon SbcCD and ExoI as candidates because inactivation of these gene products has been shown to suppress recombination defects in recBC mutants during sexual processes, such as conjugation, transformation, or transduction (50, 51).

In addition, SbcCD and Exo I appear to participate in the completion reaction, as mutants lacking these gene products exhibit an increased copy number of sequences in the terminus region (Figure 3.1b and (3)).

We found that inactivation of SbcCD and ExoI was sufficient to restore the DNA to the terminus region of recBC mutants. Surprisingly, loss of these nucleases resulted in over-replication of the terminus region, similar to that seen in sbcCD xonA mutants alone (Figure 3.1e). The observation demonstrates that replication forks reach the terminus region normally in the absence of RecBCD and implies that convergent fork ends remain unjoined and susceptible to degradation in recBCD mutants. Notably, over-replication in sbcCD xonA is phenotypically dominant to degradation in
*recBC* mutants, indicating that converging replication forks bypass each other to create an over-replicated intermediate that must be processed by SbcCD-ExoI before RecBCD can facilitate resection and joining during the completion reaction.

The *sbcCD* and *xonA* mutations appear additive in their effect on overreplication in the terminus (Figure 3.2). The observation could suggest that processing of the overreplicated region occurs by each of these enzymes, but that a double-stranded end required for RecBCD loading is only generated after both processing events have occurred.

**Maintaining the region where replication forks converge correlates with the growth and viability of cells in culture.**

The inability of *recBC* mutants to maintain the terminus region of the chromosome correlates with the slow growth and reduced viability of these cultures relative to wild type cells. Curiously, although the completion reaction is clearly abnormal in mutants lacking SbcCD and ExoI, the excess copy number or amplification of the terminus region does not impair the growth or viability of these mutants (Figure 3.1b, c, and d). We noted that inactivation of SbcCD and ExoI, which prevents degradation of the terminus region in *recBC* mutants, also restores the growth and viability of these cultures (Figure 3.1b, c, and d). The observation further supports the interpretation that the impaired growth and viability of *recBC* mutants is caused by the inability to maintain the terminus region on the chromosome. Importantly however, although SbcCD and ExoI inactivation restores growth and viability in *recBC*
mutants, chromosomal abnormalities and amplifications persist in the region where forks converge, indicating that completion in the absence of these nucleases occurs through an aberrant, alternative pathway.

Abnormalities in completing replication can also be observed on plasmids replicating in these mutants.

In recBC mutants, plasmids have a reduced copy number relative to wild type cultures, suggesting that they replicate with a lower frequency of success. In recD mutants, which lack nuclease but retain helicase activity, plasmids continue to replicate past the doubling point, producing large quantities of both odd- and even-numbered multimeric circles as well as long linear multimers. These plasmids are not maintained and rapidly lost in culture (3, 52, 53). By contrast, in the absence of RecA, which is required for all recombination and double strand break repair, plasmids remain stable and replicate normally. The observations argue that the plasmid instabilities in recBC and recD mutants are associated with an impaired ability to complete replication, rather than defects in recombination or double strand break repair. We next examined how SbcCD and ExoI affected plasmid stability in recBC and recD mutants. We found that similar to what is observed on the chromosome, inactivation of SbcCD and ExoI alleviates the low copy number phenotype in recBC mutants and improves plasmid stability in both recBC and recD mutants (Figure 3.3a). Also similar to what is seen on the chromosome, although stability is restored, large amounts of multimeric amplification products are produced and persist in these populations, indicating that,
under these conditions, the plasmids are maintained through an alternate, aberrant mechanism (Figure 3.3b).

**When normal completion is impaired, the ability to maintain cell growth and the region where forks converge becomes dependent on an aberrant recombinational mechanism.**

To further investigate how cell viability and the terminus region are maintained under these aberrant conditions, we examined whether this alternative process depended on recombination. The completion of replication on the chromosome normally occurs through a mechanism that is independent of recombination and RecA (3). In mutants lacking RecA, the region where forks converge is maintained and cultures grow at rates comparable to wild type cultures (Figure 3.4). However, we observed that in mutants where the normal mechanism of completion is prevented, the cell’s ability to maintain growth and the chromosome region where forks converge becomes dependent on recombination and RecA (Figure 3.4, Figure 3.5). In the absence of RecA, *sbcCD xonA* mutations no longer suppress the defects in *recBC* cultures, as the terminus region is not maintained, and growth is severely compromised. Similarly, in *sbcCD xonA recD* mutants, the ability to maintain the terminus region and grow depends entirely on RecA. Thus, the normal RecBCD-mediated completion reaction in the absence of recombination. However, when the normal completion reaction is prevented, the reaction is shunted through an aberrant recombination-dependent mechanism that prevents loss of this chromosome region but is associated with amplification and
genomic instabilities at these locations. Strains that lose the ability to maintain the region where replication forks converge are no longer able to grow and viability is severely reduced.

Inactivation of SbcCD and ExoI, in an otherwise wild type background, leads to amplification and genomic instability in the terminus region (Figure 3.1). To determine if the absence of these nucleases, by themselves, prevent replication from completing normally, we asked whether maintaining the terminus region and cell growth of sbcCD xonA mutants depended on recombination. We found that the absence of SbcCD ExoI, alone, prevented replication from completing normally and that in the absence of recombination, cells were unable to maintain the region where replication forks converge, and growth was severely impaired (Figure 3.6). Thus, in the absence of the nucleases that process the intermediate created by converging replication forks, normal completion of replication is prevented, and the reaction is shunted through an aberrant recombinational process that prevent loss of these chromosome regions but leads to genetic instability and amplifications at these sites.

**Discussion**

Taken together, the data presented here demonstrate that the completion of DNA replication occurs through a transient over-replication of the sequences where replication forks converge. This over-replication can be observed both in vivo and in vitro (3, 54). SbcCD and ExoI are required to process the intermediate produced at sites where replication forks converge before RecBCD can resect these regions and facilitate joining of convergent DNA ends (Figure 3.7a). In the absence of SbcCD-
ExoI, completion cannot occur and cell growth becomes dependent on an aberrant recombination mechanism to resolve these chromosomes that leads to genomic instability and amplification in the region. We additionally show that replication forks reach the terminus normally in the absence of RecBCD, but that joining of the nascent convergent forks fails to occur, leading to extensive degradation in these regions.

SbcC-SbcD, and its human homolog, Mre11-Rad50, specifically incise long DNA palindromes both in vitro and in vivo (24, 25, 44, 55). Yet long palindromic sequences are not found in these genomes, and until now, identifying the cellular substrate or function of these enzymes has remained elusive. When considering the substrate created by the transient over-replication at sites where replication forks converge, it is apparent that intermediate bears a striking ‘palindrome-like’ structure that is known to be cleaved by SbcC-SbcD and Mre11-Rad50 in vitro (Figure 3.7b). Here, we show that these sequences are substrates for SbcCD and ExoI in vivo. Furthermore, SbcCD-ExoI processing of this intermediate is essential for the normal completion of replication to occur, and results in genomic instabilities and amplifications when processing is impaired or prevented.

Several observations suggest the conserved Mre11-Rad50 and CtIP function similarly in humans and other eukaryotes (20, 21). When processing of convergent replication fork intermediates is prevented in *E. coli*, abnormalities are observed on the chromosome. Although only one completion event occurs per cell cycle in *E. coli*, human cells require that this reaction occurs thousands of times along the chromosome each time the cell divides, and may explain why these genes are essential, and lead to severe developmental defects and cancer when their function is impaired (25, 29, 30).
Consistent with this interpretation, lethality in mutants with a compromised Mre11-Rad50-Nbs1 function arises not during but after replication through S-phase, due to a failure to resolve ‘DNA bridges’ that persist between chromosomes attempting to separate during mitosis (33). Based on the results presented here, we would propose that these bridges represent unresolved completion events.

We show that when processing of the convergent replication forks is prevented, over-replicated regions create homologous substrates that can alternatively be resolved through recombinational mechanisms (Figure 3.8). However, when completion occurs under these conditions, it produces chromosome instabilities and amplifications that are readily apparent in the replication profiles of mutants. In human cells, where completion events occur throughout the genome, this compromised fidelity would be expected to provide cancerous cells with a broad selective mechanism by which these cells may achieve a growth advantage through amplification. Direct and palindromic amplifications are correlated with tumor initiation, metastasis, and the development of drug resistance, sometimes in regions of known oncogenes (56–62). These mutational signatures match those appearing on the sbcCD xonA chromosome, and are similar to the widespread palindromic amplifications and gross chromosome rearrangements arising in yeast following inactivation of Mre11 and Sae2 (25, 43).

Finally, the aberrant, recombination-mediated mechanism that operates to maintain the chromosome in E. coli when the normal mechanism of completion is prevented has a number of similarities to mechanisms that maintain chromosomes in immortalized eukaryotic cells. Similar to bacteria, telomerase-negative immortalized cells maintain these regions are restored and maintained through a recombinational
process that is required for growth and viability in these populations, but is associated with reduced fidelity, chromosome rearrangements, and amplifications across the genome (25, 33, 43, 63–66). SbcC-SbcD, ExoI and Mre11-Rad50, CtIP are conserved at the structural, biochemical, and phenotypic levels, making it highly likely that the role of these bacterial enzymes in completing replication, reported here, is likely to be similar for the mammalian enzymes and account for their essential role in the cell.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain</th>
<th>Relevant Genotype</th>
<th>Source, Reference, and/or construction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SR108</td>
<td>( \lambda )-thyA deo IN(rrnD-rrnE)</td>
<td>(67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL922</td>
<td>SR108 recB21C22 argA81::Tn10</td>
<td>(68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL923</td>
<td>SR108 recD1011 argA81::Tn10</td>
<td>(68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL542</td>
<td>SR108 recA::cam</td>
<td>(69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL1056</td>
<td>SR108 D(recC ptr recB recD)::cam</td>
<td>P1 transduction of ( D(recC _ptr _recB _recD))::cam from KM78 (gift from KC Murphy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL2357</td>
<td>SR108 xonA::Cat300 sbcCD::Gm</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL3539</td>
<td>SR108 xonA::Cat300 sbcCD::Gm D(srlR-recA)306::Tn10 from HL921 (68) into CL2359</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL851</td>
<td>SR108 recB21C22 argA81::Tn10 recA::cam</td>
<td>(69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL726</td>
<td>SR108 recD1011 argA81::Tn10 recA::cam</td>
<td>(69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL2542</td>
<td>SR108 xonA::Cat300 sbcCD::Gm recB21C22 argA81::Tn10 from HL922 (68) into CL2357</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL2539</td>
<td>SR108 xonA::Cat300 sbcCD::Gm recD1011 argA81::Tn10 from HL923 (68) into CL2357</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL2575</td>
<td>SR108 xonA::Cat300 sbcCD::Gm recB21C22 argA81 D(srlR-recA)306::Tn10 from HL921 (69) into CL2542</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL2576</td>
<td>SR108 xonA::Cat300 sbcCD::Gm recB21C22</td>
<td>CL2542 was first cured of Tn10 (70). This was followed by P1 transduction of ( D(srlR-recA)306)::Tn10 from HL921 (69) into CL2542</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Table 3.1 Strains used in this study"
argA81 D(srlR-recA)306::Tn10

CL2577 SR108 xonA::Cat300 sbcCD::Gm recD1011 argA81 D(srlR-recA)306::Tn10

CL2577 SR108 xonA::Cat300 sbcCD::Gm recD1011 argA81 D(srlR-recA)306::Tn10 from HL921 (69) into CL2542 (separate isolate of 2575)

CL2539 was first cured of Tn10 (70). This was followed by P1 transduction of D(srlR-recA)306::Tn10 from HL921 (69) into CL2539.

HL1034 SR108 xonA::Cat300

CL2344 SR108 sbcCD::Gm

CL1034 SR108 xonA::Cat300 sbcCD::Gm P1 transduction of sbcCD::Gm from KM137 (72) into SR108

CL718 SR108 xonA::Cat300

CL718 SR108 xonA::Cat300 D(srlR-recA)306::Tn10 from HL921(68) into HL1034

CL3535 SR108 sbcCD::Gm

CL3535 SR108 sbcCD::Gm D(srlR-recA)306::Tn10 P1 transduction of D(srlR-recA)306::Tn10 from HL921(68) into CL2344
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Figure 3.1. Inactivation of SbcCD ExoI nucleases prevents processing of convergent replication forks and restores the terminus region in recBC mutants, indicating that SbcCD ExoI is required to process the over-replicated intermediate before RecBCD-mediated completion can occur. A) Diagram of replication profile methodology. B) Inactivation of the SbcCD ExoI nucleases restores the region where replication forks converge in recBC mutants. Genomic DNA from replicating cultures was purified, fragmented, and profiled using high-throughput sequencing. Normalized sequence read frequencies are plotted relative to genome position along with a 30kb floating average in red. The terminus region of the chromosome, containing terD, -A, -C, and -B, is shown next to each plot. sbcCD xonA read frequencies were replotted from (3) C) and D) The ability to maintain the chromosome’s terminus region correlates with growth and viability in culture. Absorbance (630nm) of cultures grown at 37C is plotted over time (C). 10µL drops from 10fold serial dilutions of overnight cultures were plated. Colonies were observed following overnight 37C incubation (D).
Figure 3.2. *xonA* and *sbcCD* mutations are additive in their effect on over-replication in the terminus and RecA-dependent growth. A) Replication profiles for *xonA* and *sbcCD* in the presence of absence of RecA are plotted as in figure 3.1. B) Growth rates for *xonA* and *sbcCD* in the presence or absence of RecA are plotted as in figure 3.1.
Figure 3.3. Inactivation of SbcCD-ExoI improves plasmid stability in recBC and recD mutants, although aberrant plasmid species accumulate and persist. A) Inactivation of SbcCD-ExoI improves the stability of plasmids in recBC and recD mutants. Cultures containing plasmid pBR322 were grown for 30 generations without selection before plating 10μL drops of 10X serial dilutions, with and without ampicillin selection, to determine the fraction of cells that maintained the plasmid in each strain. B) Plasmids in recBC and recD mutants lacking SbcCD-Exo I are maintained through an aberrant alternative pathway. Total DNA was prepared from replicating cultures containing pBR322 and examined by Southern analysis following agarose gel electrophoresis using 32P-labeled pBR322 as a probe.
Figure 3.4. In the absence of SbcCD-ExoI processing, normal completion is prevented, and maintaining the region where forks converge becomes dependent on recombination. A) Replication completes normally in the absence of RecA. However, following SbcCD-ExoI inactivation, recBC and recD mutants become dependent on RecA to complete replication. B) Maintaining the chromosome region where forks converge correlates with the ability of cells to grow in culture. Replication profiles and growth were performed as in figure 3.1.
Figure 3.5. When the normal mechanism of completing replication is prevented, maintaining the region where forks converge becomes dependent on RecA and recombination. Replication profiles from two separate isolates of recBC sbcCD xonA mutants are shown. Both fail to maintain the region where replication forks converge. In the second isolate, the terminus region was deleted entirely. Replication profiles were performed as in figure 3.1. Isolates correspond to strains CL2576 and CL2575, respectively.
Figure 3.6. In the absence of SbcCD-ExoI processing terminus maintenance, growth, and viability become dependent on recombination. A) In an SbcCD-ExoI deficient strain, the aberrant recombinational pathway facilitates completion B) Growth and viability of the sbcCD-xonA mutant correlate with terminus maintenance. Replication profiles and growth were performed as in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.7. Model for completing replication. A) i-vi) Replication forks continue past their meeting point creating a palindromic substrate. vi) SbcCD-ExoI cleave and process the over-replicated intermediate. vii) RecBCD-mediated resection and joining of the DNA ends completes replication. B) In vitro and in vivo substrates for SbcCD, respectively.
Figure 3.8. When the normal mechanism of completing replication is prevented, maintaining the region where forks converge becomes dependent on RecA and recombination. The model is shown as in figure 5. When processing of the over-replicated regions where forks converge is impaired, such as occurs in the absence of SbcCD ExoI, resolution of the joint molecules occurs through an aberrant form of RecA-mediated recombination. Resolution in this manner is termed aberrant because it produces chromosome amplifications at loci where forks converge. In addition, when the normal completion reaction cannot occur, cells fail to grow and these loci are degraded in the absence of RecA.
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Chapter 4

RecBCD and SbcCD-ExoI are required to complete convergent replication forks through a mechanism independent of recombination or double-strand breaks

Abstract

Completion of DNA replication on the chromosome requires RecBCD and the structure specific SbcCD-ExoI nucleases. However, many aspects of the substrates and mechanism by which these enzymes catalyze this reaction remain unknown. Here we use plasmid constructs to show that RecBCD and SbcCD-ExoI are required to complete replication in the presence of two converging replisomes but not one replisome. Completion on plasmids containing two converging replisomes occurs normally in the absence of dif sequences or RecA, indicating that the reaction does not involve double-strand breaks associated with fork collapse or aberrant segregation. Similar to the chromosome, in the absence of SbcCD-ExoI incisions, RecA becomes essential and maintains two-replisome plasmids through an aberrant form of recombination that is able to resolve the convergent replication forks but results in amplifications, rearrangements, and genomic instabilities. RecA was not essential to maintain plasmids containing one replisome under these conditions. The observations demonstrate that the substrate SbcCD-ExoI and RecBCD acts upon in vivo is created specifically when two replisomes converge and argues that the defect in recBC mutants arises from a failure to join the convergent strands of the replication forks.
Introduction

Before any cell can divide, its DNA must first be duplicated. To maintain the integrity of its genome during replication, a cell must effectively complete replication by resolving convergent replication forks and their newly synthesized DNA into discreet molecules while preserving the exact DNA sequence and copy number of the parent chromosome. Segregation in the absence of effective completion can result in chromosomal instabilities and large-scale mutations, yet the process by which DNA replication is completed has not been well understood (1–3). We have studied this process on the chromosome and have recently identified several gene products required for processing convergent replication forks at the end stage of replication.

Completion of DNA replication in *Escherichia coli* requires the RecBCD helicase-nuclease, the structure-specific nuclease SbcCD, and the single-stranded exonuclease ExoI (4, 5). SbcCD and ExoI act before RecBCD to process the DNA intermediates resulting from convergent replication forks without homologous recombination or RecA (4). While their involvement has been established, the exact role in processing intermediate DNA structures that arise during completion remains to be elucidated. In the absence of these enzymes responsible for the normal reaction, recombination acts to facilitate completion. When cells complete DNA replication through this aberrant pathway, completion is less efficient and contributes increased amplifications, rearrangements, and chromosomal instability (5). Chromosomal segregation has been proposed as source of the chromosomal instability observed in the absence of the normal completion pathway requiring RecBCD (6), and here we use plasmid minichromosomes as a model to test this concept.
Plasmid minichromosomes have long been used to understand the efficiency and control of plasmid replication, and as a result, many diverse mechanisms have been discovered through which plasmids initiate replication and self-regulate copy number (7–10). While much of this work has focused on the initiation of plasmid DNA replication and differences from chromosomal initiation (11, 12), once replication is initiated most plasmids utilize the normal cellular machinery of the host for replication (13). Furthermore, some plasmids replicate in a manner highly similar to that of the chromosome using two replication forks emanating from a single origin of replication which proceed in opposite directions around a circular molecule (14–16). Due to the mechanistic similarities of the converging replication forks and the utilization of the host machinery during the DNA replication of these plasmids, they likely complete replication in a manner analogous with what occurs on the chromosome, making them excellent tools for study of the completion process.

The completion of plasmid replication can be studied by directly observing plasmid species and by studying how stable or unstable they are in cells. Whether plasmids replicate unidirectionally or bidirectionally, instability of plasmids in vivo can arise from three different sources: (i) stochastic plasmid loss without active partitioning, (ii) decreased fitness of plasmid-containing cells, and (iii) direct defects in plasmid replication (17–21). Plasmids can be lost randomly in the absence of an active partitioning or plasmid addiction mechanism, a problem that would be exacerbated in low-copy plasmids but lessened in high-copy ones (19). Additionally, plasmid-containing cells could exhibit decreased viability due to the metabolic burden of maintaining the plasmid and could confer a fitness advantage to plasmid-free cells in culture (22). These
first two sources of instability can be circumvented by evaluating a high-copy plasmid over few generations. Direct defects or inefficiencies in plasmid replication could generate plasmid-free cells after cell division even under these conditions. This third source of instability would be expected to arise in bacterial strains defective in the completion of DNA replication, particularly in plasmids with two replisomes.

In some bacteria, the completion reaction is known to occur within a defined region of the chromosome known as the terminus. This region contains ter sequences which when bound by the protein Tus, block replication forks in an orientation specific manner (23, 24). The layout of these ter sequences serve to contain the reaction to the terminus region by forming what has been termed a “replication fork trap” (as reviewed in (25)). Interestingly, the mechanisms containing this reaction are not required for accurate completion, as cells lacking either ter sites or Tus replicate normally (26, 27). The overall structure of this replication fork trap suggests that it functions to increase the efficiency of the completion reaction by either limiting the progression of converged replication forks, or limiting the degradation emanating from the point of fork convergence. The role that this structure plays in the completion reaction remains to be examined and is easily studied using a plasmid, or minichromosome, model system.

By evaluating plasmid stability over short duration, two-replisome plasmids that are maintained at a high copy and lack an active segregation mechanism can be used as a model to study the completion of DNA replication on the chromosome. Performing this type of analysis in strains previously identified to be deficient in completing chromosome replication we can further understand the role those gene products play in the process. Furthermore, by evaluating how a replication fork trap impacts the stability of two-
replisome plasmids, we can better understand the function of the replication fork trap during completion of DNA replication on the chromosome. Here we show that two replisome plasmids complete replication in a manner analogous to, and require the same gene products required for, the completion of DNA replication on the chromosome. We also demonstrate that the efficiency of the completion reaction is enhanced by the presence of a replication fork trap.

**Materials and methods**

**Strains and Plasmids.** All strains used in this work are derived from SR108, a *thyA deoC* derivative of W3110 and listed in table 4.1. Plasmid constructions were performed according to published protocols for *in vivo* recombineering (28), construction by amplification (29), and Gibson assembly (30). pCLZ was constructed via construction by amplification method using the primers 5’-GTCGGTTTCAGGGCAGGGTGTCGGCCCGCGGAACCCCTATTTGTTT-3’ and 5’-GGCGGTTTGCGTATTGGGCGTTGACAGTTACCAATGC-3’ to amplify the Ampicillin resistance cassette and provide homology to parent plasmid pCB104 kindly provided by Dr. Wegryzn. pCTZ was constructed using the primers 5’-GGCGGTTTGCGTATTGGGCGCATATTAGTTACAACATCCTATATGGTCTGACAGTTACCAATGC-3’ and 5’-GTCGGTTTCAGGGCGTGTCGTGGATCCACTTTAGTTACAACATCCTATATGGTCTGACAGTTACCAATGC-3’ to amplify the Ampicillin resistance cassette, insert a replication fork trap and provide homology to parent plasmid pCB104 kindly provided by Dr. Grzegorz Węgrzyn (31).
and 5’-GTTGATAAGTCGCAGATCAGCAGGAGGAAGAGGGACTGGATTCCAAA G-3’ were used to remove a Chi sequence from both plasmids via Gibson assembly.

**Growth Rates.** Cells were grown in 0.1-mL cultures in LB medium supplemented with 10µg/mL thymine (LBthy), at 37°C with agitation in a 96-well microtiter dish. Absorbance at 490 nm or 630 nm was measured over time using a BIO-Whittaker ELx808 plate reader. Ten-microliter aliquots of serial 10-fold dilutions were then spotted on LBthy plates to ensure equal numbers of viable cells were used. (4)

**Transformation Efficiency.** Fresh overnight cultures of each strain were diluted 1:100 in 10 ml of LBthy and grown to an OD630 of 0.4. Cells were pelleted, washed with 30 mL of DI H₂O, pelleted and washed in 30 mL 10% glycerol, and finally pelleted and resuspended in 200 µL of 10% glycerol. Cells were stored at -80°C until needed. 40 µL of competent cells were mixed with 50 ng of purified plasmid and resuspended in 1 mL SOC media and allowed to recover at 37°C for 30 minutes. 50 or 200 µL of cells were spread on LBthy plates with 50 or 100 µg/mL ampicillin. Ten-microliter aliquots of serial 10-fold dilutions were then spotted on LBthy plates in the presence or absence of 50 or 100 µg/mL ampicillin. Transformants and viable colonies were counted following overnight incubation at 37°C and compared to establish the percent of transformants per viable cells. The same preparation of competent cells for each strain was used for all plasmids.
**Plasmid Stability.** Overnight cultures of bacterial strains containing plasmids grown with selection. Cultures containing the various plasmids were grown for 15 or 30 generations by repeatedly subculturing 1:50 or 1:1000 respectively in LBthy medium at 37°C with aeration. Ten-microliter aliquots of serial 10-fold dilutions were then spotted on LBthy plates in the presence or absence of 50 or 100 µg/mL ampicillin. Viable colonies were counted following overnight incubation at 37°C and compared to establish the percent of plasmid-containing cells before and after each of three passages. (4)

**Total Genomic DNA Extraction.** 0.75 mL cultures grown in LBthy medium supplemented with 100 µg/ml ampicillin were taken and placed into 0.75 MI of cold 2x NET (100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 10 mM EDTA). Each sample was pelleted, resuspended in 140 µl of 1.5 mg/mL lysozyme and 0.2 mg/mL RNaseA in TE (10 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA), and lysed at 37 °C for 30 min. At this time, proteinase K (10 µl, 10 mg/ml) and Sarkosyl [10 µl, 20% (wt/wt)] were added and incubated at 37 °C for 30 min. Samples were then extracted with 4 vol of phenol/chloroform (1/1) and dialyzed for 1 h on 47 mm Whatman 0.05-µm pore disks (Whatman #VMWP04700) floating on a 250-mL beaker of TE (1 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA).(4)

**Southern Analysis of Plasmid Replication Intermediates.** Total genomic DNA samples of mutant strains containing different plasmids were digested with SacII or EcoRV (New England Biolabs), all of the plasmids used lack SacII restriction sites expect pCLZ which contains a single site and contain a single EcoRV restriction site, and extracted with chloroform. Equal volumes were loaded onto a 0.5% and 1.0% agarose gel
containing 0.5× TBE (220 mM Tris, 180 mM Borate, 5 mM EDTA, pH 8.3) and electrophoresed at 1 V/cm respectively. Gels were transferred to Hybond N+ nylon membranes and probed with appropriate plasmid that had been labeled with 32P by nick translation according to the protocol supplied by Roche using [α-32P] dCTP (PerkinElmer). Radioactivity was visualized using a Storm 840 and its associated ImageQuant Software (Molecular Dynamics).

Results

Construction and characterization of plasmids replicated by two replisomes.

To further characterize the involvement of chromosomal segregation and double-strand breaks as replisomes converge during the completion of replication, we engineered a plasmid that contains a bidirectional origin of replication that would allow us to characterize the genes, sequences, and intermediates associated with maintaining a minichromosome that contains convergent replication forks (Figure 4.1a). The two-replisome plasmid contained the bacteriophage lambda origin of replication, which loads dual helicases and utilizes the host's replication proteins (32–35). For the purposes of control and for comparison, we compared the replication and stability of these two-replisome plasmids to pBR322, a well-characterized plasmid that maintains a moderate copy number and utilizes the host's replication machinery, but replicates unidirectionally, and therefore only contains a single replisome.

The two-replisome plasmids could be propagated and were stable in the presence of selection, however, they were modestly less stable than the one-replisome plasmid
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when grown without selection. Whereas the unidirectionally-replicating pBR322 was stably maintained without loss over 30 generations, only 0.1-1.0% of cells maintained the bidirectionally-replicating plasmids over the same span (Figure 4.1B). Despite the reduced stability of the two-replisome plasmids, they propagated at a rate generating more than 50 copies per chromosome, whereas the single replisome plasmid contained only ~15 copies per chromosome consistent with previously reported copy numbers for these plasmids (Figure 4.1c and (10, 31, 36)). Additionally, a Southern analysis of DNA purified from these cultures showed that replication of the two-replisome plasmids could be resolved as supercoiled monomeric replicons (Figure 4.1d), and did not impair the growth of cells in culture (Figure 4.1e). Thus, the two-replisome plasmid appears to initiate replication at modest frequencies, can replicate normally, and is capable of completing and resolving replication into circular monomeric units. Additionally, the reduced stability of the two-replisome plasmid relative to the one-replisome plasmid is not simply due to a reduced initiation rates, lower copy numbers, or altering the growth rate of the bacterial cultures.

Although greater than 90% of the one-replisome plasmid is resolved and maintained as circular monomeric units, the two-replisome plasmids contained a greater proportion of molecules as multimeric-linear and higher order species (Figure 4.2a). A caveat to this observation is the discovery of a SacII restriction site in pCLZ after these experiments were conducted. Given the low level of SacII used to lower the viscosity of the DNA preparation, its unlikely that the in vivo plasmid species were measurably altered. Furthermore, the presence of increased intermediates in both pCLZ and pCTZ
which does not contain a Sacl site suggests that little if any alteration of *in vivo* plasmid species occurred as a result of preparation for Southern analysis.

We hypothesized that these multimeric plasmid species could account for the instability observed in the two-replisome plasmid. If these species replicate and segregate normally but fail to complete or be resolved into circular species, then whenever replication ceases, they would remain susceptible to exonucleolytic degradation and be prone to eventual loss. Consistent with this, we found that loss of the two-replisome plasmids did not correlate with the number of generations the plasmid has replicated (Figure 4.2b). Instead, the rate of plasmid loss correlated closely with the number of times the cultures reached stationary phase and ceased replicating (passages) (Figure 4.2c). Similarly, when we examined the ability of the aberrant species to persist in the absence of replication, the higher order multimeric species were degraded more rapidly than the closed monomeric species, consistent with the idea that these uncompleted intermediates are susceptible to degradation and loss (Figure 4.2d).

**The requirement for RecBC to complete replication arises in the presence of two replisomes, but not one, and does not involve a double strand break intermediate.**

Having established that the bidirectional-replicating plasmid, pCLZ can propagate as unit length circular monomers, we next asked whether the genetic requirement for completing replication on the two-replisome plasmids mirrored the requirements to complete replication on the chromosome. Completion of replication on the chromosome requires RecBC and -D to complete resection of the over-replicated region where forks
converge and join the nascent ends. In the absence of RecBC, joining does not occur and exonucleases continue to degrade these strands, resulting in a marked loss and inability to maintain the DNA in these regions (4, 5).

To examine whether the two-replisome plasmid similarly depended upon recBC, we compared the ability of the two-replisome plasmid to stably transform cells, relative to the one-replisome plasmid. As shown in figure 4.3a and 4.3b, the unidirectional plasmid transformed and grew in all mutants examined. Similarly, wild type as well as several mutants that fail to degrade over-replicated sequences on the chromosome, including recD, recG, and sbcCD xonA, were all able to be stably transformed by the bidirectional-replicating plasmid. In contrast, recBC mutants could not be stably transformed with the two-replisome plasmid (Figure 4.3a). Following some transformation attempts, micro-colonies of recBC mutants could be observed on selective plates following extended (~48 hours) incubation of the transformation mixture (Figure 4.4a). However, these micro-colonies were unable to grow further when inoculated on plates or in culture. Further, when DNA was purified and examined directly from micro-colonies scraped from these plates, the plasmid DNA was found to migrate entirely as high molecular weight, linear species and lacked any closed circular monomers (Figure 4.4b). The ability to transform recBC mutants with the one-replisome plasmid, but not the two-replisome plasmid strongly suggests that the substrate processed by RecBCD is specific to a structure created by the presence of two-replisomes. Further, the presence of linear plasmid intermediates in the recBC microcolonies implies that the plasmid DNA enters and replicates successfully, but that it fails to join replicated ends to form circular
monomeric molecules, leading to eventual degradation and loss, similar to that seen on
the chromosome.

Similar to two-replisome plasmids, recBC mutants also fail to maintain the region
where replisomes converge on the chromosome (4, 5). If the failure to maintain regions
where replisomes converge were due to defective repair of double strand breaks that arise
at these sites, then one would expect mutants lacking RecA, which is essential for all
double strand break repair, to exhibit a similar phenotype. However, RecA is not
required to maintain this region on the chromosome (4), and as shown in figure 4.3b, it
also does not affect the ability to stably transform or maintain plasmids containing two-
replisomes. The ability of recA mutants to transform and maintain plasmids containing
two-replisomes demonstrates that the RecBC-mediated completion reaction can occur
independently of RecA, and that inability of recBC mutants to maintain plasmids
containing two-replisomes is not associated with a failure to repair double strand breaks.

When the normal completion reaction is impaired, the ability to transform and
maintain plasmids with two replisomes becomes dependent on the aberrant
recombinational pathway to complete replication.

On the chromosome, the completion reaction is initiated by the SbcCD and ExoI
nucleases which are required to incise and/or resect the DNA structure created at sites
where convergent replication forks meet, before RecBCD can facilitate joining (5).
When both nucleases are inactivated, the over-replicated structure at sites where
replication forks converge persists, preventing replication from completing normally.
Under these conditions the ability to maintain these regions and continue to grow becomes dependent on an aberrant recombinational process that results in genomic instabilities and amplifications at sites where forks converge (5).

To determine if the two-replisome plasmids similarly rely upon these enzymes, we compared the ability to transform and maintain the plasmid in sbcCD xonA mutants, both in the presence and absence of RecA. We found that strains lacking the SbcCD-ExoI nuclease could be transformed and stably maintain the two-replisome plasmid (Figure 4.3). However, in the absence of these gene products, maintaining the two-replisome plasmid depends on the presence of RecA. This argues that similar to the chromosome, when the normal mechanism of completion is impaired, the reaction is shunted through an aberrant recombinational mechanism. For comparison, we also examined mutants lacking RecG. recG mutants also exhibit a chromosomal over-replication phenotype, similar to sbcCD xonA (4). However, the over-replication is thought to result from the promiscuous initiation of replication from R- and D-loops (37–39), and RecG does not appear to be directly involved in the completion reaction (4). We found that the two-replisome plasmid could be stably transformed in recG mutants both in the presence or absence of RecA (Figure 4.3a-b). The observation suggests that dependence on RecA to maintain the bi-directional plasmid in sbcCD xonA mutants is specific to an impaired ability to complete replication. The RecA-dependence of sbcCD xonA mutants was also specific to plasmid containing two replisomes, as the single replisome pBR322 could successfully transform sbcCD xonA mutants in the presence or absence of RecA (Figure 4.3a-b). The observation argues that the substrate these enzymes act upon is specifically created when two replisomes converge.
Similar to the chromosome, the effect of the *sbcCD* and *xonA* mutations were additive, as the absence of either gene product alone did not prevent the ability to maintain the two-replisome plasmid in the absence of RecA. Additionally, inactivation of both SbcCD and ExoI restored the ability of recBC mutants to transform and maintain the bidirectional plasmid, through a mechanism that depended upon RecA (Figure 4.3). The observation is consistent with what is observed on the chromosome, where loss of SbcCD ExoI blocks the completion reaction prior to RecBCD function and shunts the reaction through the aberrant recombinational pathway. Unexpectedly, in the absence of RecD, the *sbcCD xonA* mutations prevented transformation of the bidirectional plasmid, even in the presence of RecA (Figure 4.3). Further, these mutations did not prevent the transformation of plasmids replicated using only one replisome. On the chromosome, the over-replicated region where forks converge persists, leading to amplification of this region. However, the mutations do not impair the growth or viability of these cells. Thus, the inability to transform or stably establish two-replisome plasmids in mutants lacking the RecD SbcCD and ExoI nucleases is not clear but may relate to a severely impaired ability to resect or process the excess DNA sequences generated where forks converge.

**The aberrant recombinational pathway is responsible for most of the instability of plasmids with two replisomes.**

The results above show that plasmids containing two-replisomes are more unstable than those containing one replisome, and that the ability to transform plasmids with two replisomes depends on many of the same factors that are required to complete
replication on the chromosome. On the chromosome, completion can occur either through the normal SbcCD-ExoI-RecBCD-mediated pathway or through an aberrant recombinational mechanism when the normal pathway is impaired or prevented (5). Completion through the aberrant recombinational pathway is associated with genomic instabilities and amplifications on the chromosome.

By evaluating plasmid stability in high copy plasmid with no active segregation mechanism over a short duration without selection, we can evaluate the role of normal and aberrant pathways on plasmid and ultimately chromosomal replication. We observe that unidirectionally-replicating plasmid is maintained efficiently in nearly all the strains evaluated (Figure 4.5a-c). recBC and recD mutants both demonstrate significant instability of the unidirectional plasmids over 30 generations, with the instability observed in recD mutants being the most severe (Figure 4.5b and (4, 40)). Interestingly, the deficiencies in stability of plasmids in recBC and recD mutants are rescued by deficiencies in SbcCD and ExoI (Figure 4.5b and (5)).

To examine what the causes instability on the two-replisome plasmids, we examined how mutations in genes associated with the normal and recombinational pathways affected plasmid loss over time. To this end, we compared ability of plasmids to propagate in wild type and mutants in the absence of selection. We found that, with one exception (see Exo I below), inactivation of genes associated with the normal completion reaction, RecD, SbcCD, or the sbcCD xonA double mutant, did not alter the rate that plasmid loss occurred (Figure 4.5a). recG mutants also did not affect the plasmid loss rate. By contrast, loss of recA, which inactivates the aberrant recombinational mode of completing replication, significantly increased the stability of
the plasmid (Figure 4.5a). Inactivation of recA-dependent completion pathway similarly increased the stability of other mutants, including recG, sbcCD, and xonA (Figure 4.5c). By contrast, in the sbcCD xonA recBC strain that depends entirely on the recombination pathway, the stability of the plasmid was lower than wild type cells, and in the absence of RecA these strains could not be transformed (Figure 4.5c). Taken together, these observations are consistent with the idea that the RecA-mediated recombinational pathway is responsible for most of the instabilities observed on plasmids containing two replisomes, and even more so if the normal pathway of completion is impeded.

Unexpectedly, we also observed that inactivation of ExoI, increased the stability of the plasmid similar to recA. While the reason for this is not clear, early studies noted that ExoI associates strongly with RecA during purification (41, 42), suggesting a potential functional interaction between these proteins in vivo.

To further characterize the instability of two replisome plasmids, we examined the form of these plasmids in cells. To this end, total genomic DNA was purified from cultures containing the plasmid, electrophoresed and examined by southern analysis using 32P-labelled plasmid as the probe. One-replisome plasmids were maintained primarily in monomeric forms, with multimeric forms observable in strains known to be defective in completing DNA replication (Figure 4.6a and (4, 5)). The introduction of the recA mutation reduced the aberrant products occurring in the single-replisome plasmids significantly (Figure 4.6b). Of those strains that are able to be transformed by the two-replisome plasmid, each contained significant amount of abnormal higher order and linear products (Figure 4.6c). In each case however, inactivation of RecA led to reduced abnormal multimeric species and increased monomeric products (Figure 4.6d). Taken
together, the higher order plasmid products appear to correlate with the instability of the plasmids and suggest that the aberrant recombinational pathway to complete replication is responsible for the instability observed on plasmids, similar to that seen on the chromosome.

In mutant strains not as severely impaired in the ability to complete replication, a loss of RecA appears to have an inverse effect on plasmid stability. Mutant strains deficient in RecA that are transformable with a two-replisome plasmid demonstrate a plasmid stability greater than in the presence of RecA, and in most cases than that of wild type cells. The mutant strain that maintains the two-replisome plasmid the most stably is the xonA recA double mutant (Figure 4.5c, suggesting that the role ExoI is playing in the completion reaction is at least in part involved in preventing recombination. This is consistent with the idea that RecA is only involved in completion in the absence of the normal pathway. This suggests that in strains with an intact completion pathway, homologous recombination and RecA only serve to drive instability by inducing recombinationally-driven multimerization. Observations of reduced multimerization of one- and two-replisome plasmids in strains deficient in RecA support this idea (Figure 4.5).

The presence of a replication fork trap increases the efficiency of both the normal and aberrant completion reaction

The results presented above indicate that an impaired ability to complete replication through the normal recBCD-mediated pathway, or the persistence of the over-
replicated intermediates created by the collision of two replication forks leads to genetic instabilities and plasmid loss. On the *E. coli* chromosome, *ter* sequences serve to limit the amount of over-replication that can occur from colliding replication forks, and perhaps limit runaway replication and the aberrant process. To examine how the *ter* sequences affect the genetic stability and the ability to accurately complete replication, we constructed a two-replisome plasmid identical to the one previously used with an added replication fork trap, or *ter* trap, directly opposite the bidirectionally-replicating plasmid origin in proportion with the structures found on the *E. coli* chromosome (Figure 4.7a).

Cells deficient in SbcCD alone, exhibit a greatly reduced stability of two-replisome plasmids containing a *ter* trap, with all the cells in population being plasmid-free after only 15 generations (Figure 4.8A). This contrasts strongly with the observation that bidirectional plasmids without a *ter* trap are maintained at wild type levels (Figure 4.8a). This susceptibility of *sbcCD* mutants to loss of bidirectional plasmids with a *ter* trap suggests a fundamental replication intermediate persists in absence of processing by SbcCD and is contributing to the instability.

*sbcCD xonA recD* mutants have a greatly increased transformation efficiency with a two-replisome plasmid containing a *ter* trap as stable transformants cannot be obtained by transformation of a two-replisome plasmid without one (Figure 4.7b). Interestingly, the addition of a *ter* trap rescues the transformation of *sbcCD xonA* mutants in the absence of RecA (Figure 4.7c). This effect is all the more striking considering that stable transformants cannot be obtained from *sbcCD xonA recBC* and *sbcCD xonA recD* mutant strains without RecA (Figure 4.7c). Bidirectional plasmids in *recD* and *sbcCD xonA recD*...
mutants demonstrate severe instability, but the addition of a ter trap restores it to wild type levels (Figure 4.8b). The recD mutants lack a functional RecD subunit of the RecBCD enzyme, resulting in an attenuated helicase action and loss of nuclease activity (43–45). Interestingly, there is no significant difference in stability of two-replisome plasmids with and without a replication fork trap in strains lacking xonA, recG, xonA sbcCD, and sbcCD xonA recBC mutants as well as those same strains lacking RecA (Figure 4.8a and 4.8c).

Strains containing RecA, maintain two-replisome plasmids containing a ter trap with increased levels of multimerization relative to those without a ter trap (Figure 4.9a, 4.9b). Two-replisome plasmids with and without a ter trap are maintained as largely monomeric forms in mutant strains without RecA, as compared to the same mutants with RecA and wild type cells (Figure 4.9c, 4.9d). This is further evidence suggesting that in strains with an intact completion pathway, homologous recombination and RecA only serve to drive instability. This also supports the idea that RecA only serve to drive instability by inducing recombinationally-driven multimerization in transformable mutants, or mutants that have an intact normal completion pathway.

**Discussion**

The data shown here illustrate that the completion DNA replication of plasmids that have two converging replisomes requires the same gene products required for completion of chromosomal DNA replication. This further suggests that the replication intermediates formed as replication fork converge on the chromosome are highly similar to those formed as replication forks converge on bidirectionally-replicating plasmids. We
also demonstrate that the *ter* trap serves to enhance the efficiency of the completion reaction by preventing runaway replication or degradation of the DNA. Additionally, when replisomes converge within a *ter* trap, SbcCD is required to process the DNA intermediate. Furthermore, when the normal mechanistic processing of the convergent replication forks does not occur, an aberrant recombinationally-mediated process facilitates completion inefficiently resulting in accumulation of over-replicated DNA intermediates. This is highlighted by the observation that the presence of RecA in strains deficient in *sbcCD xonA recBC* do not facilitate completion efficiently enough to rescue transformation efficiency or to maintain stability at wild type levels and that without RecA, the phenotype is even more severe.

The aberrant recombinational mechanism of completion appears to contribute to the plasmid instability even in wild type cells, as evidenced by the higher rate of plasmid loss of one-replisome vs two-replisome plasmids, the production of large multimeric species and plasmid loss, and the increased stability and reduction of those multimeric species in when the aberrant pathway is inactivated. Replication profiles of the chromosome in *E.coli* suggest that recombination may also contribute to some instabilities associated with the completion of replication in wild type cells as they contain more over-replicated regions at sites where replication completes than cells lacking the ability to recombine (4, 5). Based on the high copy number of these two-replisome plasmids, the number of completion events to be processed by RecBCD far exceeds that of the chromosome and may tax the capacity of the normal RecBCD-mediated completion reaction, leading to the high level of instability observed on the two-replisome plasmid even in wild type cells.
Two recent studies proposed that the inability to maintain the region where replisomes converge in *recBC* mutants is due to the formation of a double strand break caused during segregation of the chromosomes (6, 46). They proposed that *recA* cells may not display this phenotype on the chromosome because the broken chromosomes are rapidly degraded in these mutants. Several observations made in this work run counter to this hypothesis. Firstly, we have shown that genes previously shown to be required for completion of DNA replication on the chromosome are required for the maintenance high copy two replisome plasmids. The lack of an active partitioning mechanism suggests the instability of these plasmids in mutants defective in chromosomal completion is due to an inability to complete plasmid replication and not aberrant segregation generating a double-strand break. Secondly, we have shown that stable transformants of two-replisome plasmids into *recBC* mutants cannot be obtained, whether RecA is present or not. If double-strand breaks were being generated in *recBC* mutants, RecA would be required to repair them and rescue the plasmid stability and this effect would be lost in the absence of RecA. The observation that stable two-replisome plasmid transformants cannot be obtained in either *recBC* or *recBC recA* mutants suggests that the plasmid instability in these mutants stems from a deficiency in replication rather than repair.

Interestingly, some of the observations illustrated above appear to conflict with current understanding of roles of these gene products in the completion reaction, but upon closer examination could provide further insight into the mechanism by which replication is completed. Deficiencies in ExoI confer greatly increased stability of bidirectionally-replicating plasmids overtime when compared to wild type cells. This is an interesting result given the necessity of mutation in both ExoI and SbcCD to restore the growth
defects and lack of terminus DNA observed in replicating *recBC* mutants (5, 47). ExoI has been shown *in vitro* to be highly-processive 3’-5’ single-stranded exonuclease, yet stops degrading abruptly when encountering double-strand DNA (48). This suggests that ExoI normally might play a role in preventing the aberrant recombinationally-mediated completion process, by degrading the highly recombinogenic 3’-ends of replication intermediates formed as replication forks converge both on the chromosome, and on bidirectional plasmids. This is consistent with the co-requirement of ExoI and SbcCD in suppressing the completion and viability defects in *recBC* mutants. In the absence of ExoI, the aberrant recombinationally-mediated pathway is more efficient if not less mutagenic due to the persistence of these 3’-ends, a phenotype only observable in this model for studying completion. This is supported by the observation that the *xonA recA* double mutant is more stable than either single mutant, supporting the idea that homologous recombination is not an efficient method of completing replication and only acts to facilitate it in the absence of the normal process.

Several other interesting observations give some insight into the mechanistic completion of DNA replication by the role that the replication fork trap play in the stability of these bidirectional plasmids. Firstly, bidirectional plasmids in *sbcCD* mutants are unstable only if the plasmid contains a replication fork trap. This suggests that the replication intermediates targeted by SbcCD are present in bidirectional plasmids where replication forks are contained with a replication fork trap. The absence of the action of SbcCD results in decreased stability. This is consistent with a model previously proposed, in which one replication fork dissociates the other and replicates on to the opposing
newly replicated daughter strand generating a palindrome-like intermediate recognized and cleaved by SbcCD (5).

Lastly, the observation that bidirectionally-replicating plasmids with a replication fork trap are maintained at wild type levels in recD and sbcCD xonA recD mutants and yet bidirectional plasmids without one are barely maintained at extremely low levels in recD mutants and not at all in sbcCD xonA recD mutants suggests a role for RecBCD at the point of fork convergence. This idea is supported by recent work (49). The only difference between recBC and recD mutants or sbcCD xonA recBC and sbcCD xonA recD mutants is the presence in the recD mutant of a RecBC protein with attenuated helicase and lack of nuclease activity. The differential plasmid stability in the presence of this attenuated RecBC protein suggests a non-nucleolytic action for the enzyme during completion. Furthermore, this suggests that the helicase activity may be the important function to the completion reaction as near wild type plasmid stabilities are observed in sbcCD xonA recD mutants when there is a replication fork trap to contain the substrates of the reaction preventing the replication forks from outpacing the attenuated RecBC.
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### Table 4.1 Strains and plasmids used in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain/Plasmid</th>
<th>Relevant Genotype</th>
<th>Source, Reference, and/or construction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SR108 parental</td>
<td>λ⁻ thyA deo IN(rrnD-rrnE)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL922</td>
<td>SR108 recB21C22 argA81::Tn10</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL851</td>
<td>SR108 recB21C22 argA81::Tn10 recA::cam</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL923</td>
<td>SR108 recD1011 argA81::Tn10</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL726</td>
<td>SR108 recD1011 argA81::Tn10 recA::cam</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL542</td>
<td>SR108 recA::cam</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL039</td>
<td>SR108 xonA::cam</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL718</td>
<td>SR108 xonA::Cat300 D(srlR-recA)306::Tn10</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL2344</td>
<td>SR108 sbcCD::Gm</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL3535</td>
<td>SR108 sbcCD::Gm D(srlR-recA)306::Tn10</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL2357</td>
<td>SR108 xonA::Cat300 sbcCD::Gm</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL3539</td>
<td>SR108 xonA::Cat300 sbcCD::Gm D(srlR-recA)306::Tn10</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL2542</td>
<td>SR108 xonA::Cat300 sbcCD::Gm recB21C22 argA81::Tn10</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL2575</td>
<td>SR108 xonA::Cat300 sbcCD::Gm recB21C22 argA81 D(srlR-recA)306::Tn10</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL2539</td>
<td>SR108 xonA::Cat300 sbcCD::Gm recD1011 argA81::Tn10</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL2577</td>
<td>SR108 xonA::Cat300 sbcCD::Gm recD1011 argA81 D(srlR-recA)306::Tn10</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL2456</td>
<td>SR108 recG6200::tet857</td>
<td>P1 transduction of recG6200::tet857 from TP538 (6) into SR108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL2579</td>
<td>SR108 recG6200::tet857 recA::cam</td>
<td>P1 transduction of recA::cam from CL542 (3) into CL2456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasmid</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pBR322</td>
<td>Ampicillin, Tetracyclin resistance, pMB1 origin</td>
<td>(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCLZ</td>
<td>Ampicillin, Chloramphenicol resistance, λ bacteriophage origin</td>
<td>Added AmpR cassette to terminus region of parent plasmid pCB104, a generous gift from Dr. Grzegorz Węgrzyn (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCTZ</td>
<td>Ampicillin, Chloramphenicol resistance, λ bacteriophage origin, replication fork trap</td>
<td>Added AmpR cassette and surrounding replication fork trap using sites terB and terC in opposition to the terminus region of parent plasmid pCB104, a generous gift from Dr. Grzegorz Węgrzyn (8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.1. Two-replisome plasmids are a good model for studying completion. A) Diagram of the general structure of plasmids used in this study. B) Bidirectionally-replicating plasmids are less stable than a unidirectional plasmid of a similar size. Overnight cultures were grown with selection and subcultured without selection to evaluate plasmid stability over subsequent generations. Values are normalized to starting plasmid-containing cells. Data shown is the average of at least 3 independent experiments C). One and two replisome plasmids can be maintained at copy numbers similar to those previously reported. Whole genomic DNA samples were digested with EcoRV, electrophoresed at 1 V/cm, analyzed by Southern blotting and labelled with a P32-labelleled PCR fragment of the ampicillin resistance cassette. D) Bidirectionally-replicating plasmids are maintained in highly multimeric forms as compared to unidirectional plasmids. This multimerization is enhanced by the presence of a replication fork trap. Total DNA extractions containing were digested with SacI which has no restriction sites on either plasmid, were electrophoresed at 1 V/cm, and analyzed by Southern blotting. A representative blot is shown. E) Cells containing these plasmids maintain a growth rate similar to that observed in plasmid-free cells. Absorbance (490nm) of cultures grown at 37°C is plotted over time. 10µL drops from 10-fold serial dilutions of overnight cultures were plated to ensure the same starting viable cell count. Colonies were observed following overnight 37°C incubation. A representative plot is shown.
Figure 4.2. Multimeric species contribute to instability when plasmids are not replicating. A) Unit length plasmid species represent a larger fraction of total plasmid species in unidirectional versus bidirectional plasmids. Signal representing unit length plasmid species was compared to total plasmid signal. Data shown is the average and standard error of three independent experiments. B) Bidirectionally-replicating plasmids are lost at a similar rate per passage. C) Yet when the same data is evaluated by the number of generations to reach stationary phase appear to differentially lose the plasmid. Overnight cultures were grown with selection and subcultured without selection to evaluate plasmid stability over subsequent generations. 10µL drops from 10-fold serial dilutions of the resulting overnight cultures were plated with and without selection and enumerated following overnight 37°C incubation. Values are normalized to starting plasmid-containing cells. Data shown is the average of at least 3 independent experiments. D) Multimeric species of bidirectional plasmids are degraded in vivo post-replication. Samples of cultures containing each plasmid were taken every 24 hours and Southern analysis identified persistence of plasmid species.
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Figure 4.3. Transformation of two replisome plasmids into strains lacking RecBCD and SbcCD-ExoI requires RecA. A). Strains lacking RecBCD are not efficiently transformed with bidirectionally replicating plasmids with or without RecA. Strains lacking SbcCD-ExoI require RecA for efficient transformation. Wild type cells or recG mutant cells transform efficiently with or without RecA. Photographs of plates containing representative transformants for each strain and plasmid are shown. B) All strains tested are effectively transformed with unidirectional plasmid. C) RecBC and sbcCD xonA recD mutants cannot be transformed with two-replisome plasmids. D) Strains lacking RecBCD and SbcCD-ExoI do not require RecA to be transformed with unidirectional plasmid, E) but do require it to be transformed with bidirectional plasmid. Percentages of transformants to viable cells are shown relative to that of wild type cells for each plasmid. The averages and standard error for data from two independent experiments are shown. A lack of relative transformation efficiency measurement indicates less than 5 viable transformants per transformation. The same preparation of competent cells for each strain was used for all plasmids.
Figure 4.4. *recBC* mutants form microcolonies after transformation with two-replisome plasmids that cannot be propagated. A) Wild type cells transformed with pCLZ, a two-replisome plasmid form robust colonies capable of further culture, while strains lacking RecBCD form microcolonies after 48 hours of incubation at 37°C that cannot be propagated. B) DNA purified directly from the scraped microcolonies exhibited only linear multimers and lacked unit length species as determined by Southern analysis.
Figure 4.5. Mutants with defects in completing replication have greater instability. A) Mutants deficient in ExoI, SbcCD, and recG maintain one- and two-replisome plasmids at wild type rates. B) Strains lacking RecBCD and SbcCD-ExoI exhibit improved stability in one-replisome plasmids but not in two-replisome plasmids. C) Loss of RecA has no effect on the stability of one-replisome plasmids, but in two-replisome plasmids, strains lacking RecA, or homologous recombination are all far more stable than wildtype cells. This suggests that RecA is responsible for the instability in wild type cells. Overnight cultures were grown with selection and subcultured without selection to evaluate plasmid stability over subsequent generations. 10µL drops from 10-fold serial dilutions of the resulting overnight cultures were plated with and without selection and enumerated following overnight 37°C incubation. Values are normalized to starting plasmid-containing cells. Data shown is the average of at least 3 independent experiments. Error bars depicted represent the standard error of the mean.
Figure 4.6. Multimeric plasmid species are more prevalent in bidirectionally-replicating plasmids in mutants defective for completion. A) Unidirectional plasmids are maintained stably in most strains and multimerization is dependent upon RecA. B) Strains lacking RecA exhibit nearly all monomeric species. C) Two-replisome plasmids exhibit higher degrees of multimerization, that unidirectional and require gene products required for chromosomal completion. D) Without RecA, completion deficient strains cannot maintain the plasmids and strains that can exhibit mostly monomeric species. Strains marked with an asterisk (*) were unable to be transformed and therefore no sample was run but a lane was left open for clarity. Total DNA extractions containing uncut plasmid DNA were electrophoresed at 1 v/cm and probed with the respective $^{32}$P-labelled plasmid. Representative blots are shown.
Figure 4.7. Transformation of two replisome plasmids containing a ter trap is more efficient in strains lacking RecBCD and SbcCD-ExoI and still requires RecA. A) Diagram of the general structure of the plasmid containing a fork trap used in this study. B) Strains lacking RecD and SbcCD-ExoI and RecD are more efficiently transformed with a two-replisome plasmid containing a ter trap. C) Transformation of the bidirectional plasmid with a ter trap in sbcCD xonA recBC and sbcCD xonA recD mutants still requires RecA. Experiment was performed as in Figure 3. The averages and standard error for data from two independent experiments are shown.
Figure 4.8. A replication fork trap increases the stability of two-replisome plasmids in strains lacking RecBCD and SbcCD-ExoI. A) Two-replisome plasmids are less stable when they contain a ter trap B) Strains lacking RecBCD and SbcCD-ExoI exhibit improved stability with a replication fork trap. C) Strains lacking RecA, or homologous recombination are all more stable than wild type cells with and without a ter trap. This experiment was performed as in Figure 4.
Figure 4.9. Multimeric plasmid species are more prevalent in two-replisome plasmids with a ter trap. A) B) Blots of the two-replisome plasmid are show for comparison. C) The presence of a ter trap within a bidirectional plasmid stabilizes the plasmid in many of the mutants tested despite the increased incidence of multimerization. D) This multimerization is dependent upon RecA, and the stabilizing effect of the ter trap is still observable in completion mutants lacking RecA. Experiment was performed as in Figure 5. Representative blots are shown.
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Chapter 5

Concluding remarks

The completion of DNA replication is a fundamental process essential to genomic stability during DNA replication. In the previous chapters I have shown that the completion process involves the complex helicase/nuclease RecBCD, the structure-specific endonuclease SbcCD, and the single-stranded exonuclease ExoI (1, 2). These enzymes process convergent replication forks independently of homologous recombination and without RecA (1). In the absence of the gene products, the reaction is shunted to an aberrant pathway requiring homologous recombination and RecA (2). This aberrant pathway can result in genomic instability, insertions, deletions and rearrangements as observed by chromosomal and plasmid instabilities.

Based primarily on biochemical evidence, RecBCD has been proposed to act during double-strand break repair via homologous recombination to degrade the DNA from the double-strand DNA end, generating a 3’ end while actively loading RecA onto the single-strand end (3–6). As previously discussed, several early studies on the role of RecBCD proposed a role for RecBCD late in the resolution of recombinant DNA (7, 8). This was proposed based on the observation that recombinant molecules form in conjugating recBC mutants at similar rates to wild type cells, but over time the recBC mutants lost viability. By contrast, no recombinant molecules were formed or detected in recA mutants, suggesting that RecBCD acts late, after RecA, to finish the recombination reaction. This supports the idea that the function of RecBCD in double-strand break
repair via homologous recombination may not be in degrading from double-strand ends, but that RecBCD is acting later to complete the repair event.

Interestingly, the differential plasmid stabilities observed in bidirectionally-replicating plasmids with and without a replication fork trap in recD and sbcCD xonA recD supports a role for RecBCD at the point of fork convergence and suggests a possible non-nucleolytic action for the enzyme during completion. Recent work has demonstrated RecBCD playing a fundamental yet non-catalytic role in a repair event, and it could be inferred to be playing a similar role here (9). The only difference between recBC and recD mutants or sbcCD xonA recBC and sbcCD xonA recD mutants is the presence in the recD mutant of a RecBC protein with attenuated helicase and lack of nuclease activity and could support the idea of a non-nucleolytic action for the enzyme during completion. This combined with the observation that the recD mutant is recombination proficient despite lacking nuclease activity (10–12), suggests that the function of RecBCD in double-strand break repair via homologous recombination may not be degrading from double-strand ends, and that RecBCD is acting later to complete the repair event. An alternative explanation could simply be that the helicase activity may be the important function to the completion reaction as near wild-type plasmid stabilities are observed in sbcCD xonA recD mutants when there is a replication fork trap to contain the substrates of the reaction preventing the replication forks from outpacing the attenuated RecBC.

Together, the replication profiles and plasmid model studies demonstrate a role for RecBCD in completing DNA replication distinct from double-strand break repair via homologous recombination. Yet the identification of this new role during DNA
replication could have fundamental implications for its role in double-strand break repair. Many of the biochemical activities and mutant characteristics of this enzyme support the idea that RecBCD is acting late in the process to facilitate the completion of normal chromosomal replication. This leads to the idea that RecBCD could be acting to complete replication resulting from double-strand break repair in the same manner as it does during normal chromosomal replication. The data presented in this work here clearly show that RecBCD acts to complete replication and that this model of action agrees with some of the first interpretations of RecBCD function (7). This strongly supports the idea that RecBCD is fundamentally important for both replication and recombination and could be processing the same substrates in either event.

Striking similarities in structure between DNA intermediates associated with two converging replication forks and those that appear double-strand break repair homologous recombination which suggest a similar mechanism for processing (Figure 5.1). During homologous recombination, RecA is essential and facilitates strand invasion and homology recognition (13–15). Current models propose that after the broken molecule is paired with homologous sequence, the replisome is loaded and the DNA is resynthesized. Both ends of the broken chromosome replicate towards each other ultimately converging and completing resynthesis. The converging replication forks occurring during resynthesis are would generate the same structure as that arising from the converging replication forks resulting from normal chromosomal replication. Given the similarities between these two structures, it is possible that RecBCD is processing the two different occurrences of converging replication forks in an equivalent manner. This would suggest that during double-strand break repair, RecBCD is acting to resolve
converging replication forks resulting from resynthesis of the broken DNA, rather than initiating the process.

The rescue of the completion event by homologous recombination poses some interesting question for evolution and fitness of all cells. If recombination is required to resolve convergent replication forks during completion in the absence of the normal pathway involving RecBCD, SbcCD, and ExoI, then it would be advantageous to the cell to increase the aberrant pathway to promote resolution. Yet completion occurring via the aberrant pathway can frequently result in duplications, deletions and chromosomal rearrangements. This increased chromosomal instability occurs in cells capable of the aberrant pathway even in cells with an intact normal completion pathway. This highlights the ultimate bargain undertaken by a cell in controlling the completion of DNA replication. The cell must be balancing the upregulation of the aberrant pathway to ensure the completion of DNA replication in the event the normal pathway is not functional and suppressing the aberrant pathway to avoid the resulting genomic instabilities driven by the recombinationally-mediated mechanism even when the normal pathway is intact.

The striking fundamental nature of this process for completing DNA replication makes it tempting to speculate on the level of conservation of the process across diverse taxa. Mechanistically, converging replication forks would be even more fundamental to organisms replicating their chromosomes with multiple origins. (16–18) By looking at the protein players we have identified in the process, one could infer no high degree of conservation in the process when looking at RecBCD. RecBCD is not even conserved across bacteria (19). Yet the other players in completion that we identified suggest a much higher level of conservation
SbcCD are the bacterial orthologs of the double-strand break proteins Mre11-Rad50. Mre11-Rad50 are conserved across a wide range of evolutionarily divergent organisms as determined by similarities in structure and biochemical activities. SbcCD is a structure-specific endonuclease that targets DNA hairpins, or secondary structure arising at palindromic sequences. This high degree of conservation of SbcCD suggests that the mechanism of completion may be equally conserved across a wide range of organisms.

**Future directions**

While using yeast as a model organism is typically the next logical step in examining the level of conservation of this process, there are many difficulties with using this technique in a yeast system. The linear structure of the chromosomes and number of origins in *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* coupled with the variability in origin usage makes identifying the region where forks are converging difficult. Additionally, there is no known replication fork trap, like that found in bacteria, to constrain this reaction to a particular region in all cells in the population. This along with a well-defined cell cycle in yeast provides a unique challenge for study.

*Bacillus subtilis*, are a species of Gram-positive bacteria that maintains a replication fork trap similar to *E. coli*. This species is particularly interesting because it does not have all the same genes identified to play a role completion in *E. coli*, and those that are conserved have different mutant phenotypes and binding-partners. RecBCD is not conserved, but a protein AddAB is thought to be functionally analogous and would
warrant further study (19, 20). SbcCD is conserved but appears to have different *in vivo* activity and a third player SbcE may alternatively play a role (21, 22). Not only does the chromosomal structure and the interesting completion protein conservation make this an excellent model for this type of study, but the ease of genetic manipulation and availability of mutant libraries makes it highly amenable to these types of studies.

Another species that would make an excellent model for this type of replication study is the archaeon *Sulfolobus solfataricus*. DNA replication has been well-studied in *Sulfolobus*, compared to other archaea, and has some very unique properties. In general, the replication machinery in archaea more closely matches that in eukaryotes, than bacteria (21, 22). Secondly, *S. solfataricus* has a unique circular chromosome with three bidirectional origins of replication unevenly distributed across the chromosome (25). This model system provides a unique opportunity to understand the level of conservation as well as how multiple origins affect completion, without the complexities associated with eukaryotes. While not as thoroughly manipulated as some model bacteria, there are genetic tools to engineer mutations, making this a tempting model for study.

By understanding the role that SbcCD is playing in the completion DNA replication in *E. coli*, valuable insight can be obtained into the potential roles of Mre11-Rad50 in the completion of DNA replication in other organisms. Not only would this help us identify a fundamental process by which all converging replication forks are resolved across evolutionarily distant organisms, but by furthering understanding the novel and fundamental process by which convergent replisomes are resolved across diverse taxa, we can better understand the mechanism by which the normal process becomes perturbed in diseases as diverse as cancer.
Figure 5.1. **Model for the completion of DNA replication and the similarities to double-strand break repair via homologous recombination.** A) As replication forks converge, one replication fork displaces the other and replicates on to the daughter strand via template-strand switching. The over-replicated region is processed by exo-nucleases generating recognizable substrates for RecBCD. B) Double-strand break repair via homologous recombination begins with degradation from ds-DNA ends generating 3’ ss-DNA ends. RecA facilitates homology recognition and strand invasion. The newly invaded strands replicate and converge in the same way as duplicitous replication forks. Completion of the resulting replication follows a highly similar pathway. Figure adapted from (26)
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